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ABSTRACT 

 
 

 

Sustainable development increasingly provides new norms in the international agenda for 

development assistance. As an international development actor the European Union (EU) 

integrates this notion into its objectives for development co-operation with African, Caribbean 

and Pacific (ACP) countries. This study, therefore, investigates how effectively the EU 

contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga, member of the Pacific ACP region. An 

operational mode of sustainable development should adopt an agenda that addresses the needs of 

the poor and adopts the objective to manage natural resources in a manner that allows economic 

growth and social development without irreversible impacts on the environment. In the bilateral 

development co-operation between the EU and Tonga the concept of sustainable development is 

now firmly established as an overarching objective. This research therefore investigates the 

correlation between Tonga’s agenda for sustainability and the development policy and co-

operation the EU provides. In the policy framework that the EU adopts, addresses effectively 

many of the aspects of Tonga’s sustainable development. In the current framework of the tenth 

European Development Fund (EDF), in particular, the EU adopts appropriate strategies for the 

management of Tonga’s environment that support social and economic development. An analysis 

of the allocation of funds, however, shows that the promised policy strategies do not result in 

appropriate action. To contribute more successfully to the sustainable development of Tonga, the 

EU needs to integrate the development of the country into its own interests. The notion of 

cosmopolitan moral responsibility and distributive justice offers an incentive for the EU to do so. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 
-Chapter 1- 

 
 

 
1.1 The Subject of Investigation 

 
 
In the international community the European Union (EU) including its 27 member states has 

become the largest donor of Overseas Development Assistance (ODA). Fifty-five percent of 

ODA is received internationally for development assistance from the Union.1 In the formulation 

and implementation of its development policy the EU therefore represents an international 

development actor that is of particular political and academic interest. From the European 

colonial past a strong relationship of trade and aid relations with African, Caribbean and Pacific 

(ACP) countries has evolved. Since 2000 this relationship has been established under the co-

operation framework of the Cotonou Partnership Agreement. This Agreement currently provides 

the development policy under which the EU operates as a development actor in ACP countries. 

 

Increasingly, the concept of sustainable development provides new measures for international 

development assistance. A growing number of international agreements incorporate the concept 

as an attempt to address global issues of increasing poverty, the depletion of natural resources 

and the ongoing degradation of ecosystems as an effect of ongoing industrialisation. However, 

the concept of sustainable development lacks an internationally agreed definition and practical 

guidelines. It remains open to interpretation, which often results in considerable political and 

academic debate. With the correct agenda, however, sustainable development offers a mode of 

development that addresses contemporary issues and aims to preserve resources of development 

for future generations. 

 

In EU development policy for ACP countries, sustainable development increasingly provides 

new norms for co-operation. The Cotonou Agreement has made relevant steps to integrate 

                                                   
1 Stephen Dearden and Clara Mira Salama, “The EU ACP Partnership Agreement,” Journal of 
International Development 14, no. 6 (2002): 899. 
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sustainable development into its objectives. Furthermore, it makes provisions for the 

mainstreaming of cross-cutting themes including environmental issues in development co-

operation. The Consensus on Development of 2005 reinforces the objective of sustainability in 

EU development policy. Additionally, the continuous attempts to mainstream sustainable 

development and environmental considerations in EU development co-operation strengthen the 

integration of the concept into EU development policy. It is therefore of interest whether the 

concept of sustainable development in EU development policy leads to measures for 

sustainability in EU development co-operation. 

 

 

1.2 The Research Question 

 
The question that this research investigates is: does EU development co-operation contribute to 

the sustainable development of Tonga? The focus for investigation is the Pacific region of ACP 

countries (PACP). Within a regional context, the case study of EU-Tonga development co-

operation provides specific data for the effective analysis of EU development efforts. The 

independent variable in this research is the agenda for sustainable development in the Pacific 

region and Tonga. The dependent variable is the EU development policy and the resulting co-

operation. The analysis of the correlation between the two variables provides new perspectives on 

how effectively EU development policy assists the sustainable development of Tonga.  

 

 

The relevance of this research 
 

This research is relevant to several aspects of International Relations (IR) theory and international 

development efforts. The co-operation between the EU and ACP countries presents a unique 

relationship. While a significant portion of academic research has focused on the regions of 

Africa and the Caribbean, the relationship between the EU and PACP has received little attention. 

This research therefore aims to contribute to the academic understanding of this relationship. The 

international community has adopted sustainability as an objective for development co-operation 

that takes into account the growing pressures of environmental degradation and natural resource 

depletion. Pacific Islands are amongst the countries most vulnerable to the effects of global 
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climate change. It is evident that Pacific countries have adopted sustainable development as an 

overarching objective for the development of the region. This study therefore contributes to 

understanding how effectively development efforts in the region integrate sustainability into co-

operation efforts. Furthermore, this study provides an incentive for the EU to effectively 

contribute to the sustainable development of Tonga. The EU proclaims its expertise in the 

management of international natural resources and adopts sustainable development as its 

objectives for development co-operation. This research is therefore relevant in analysing how 

effectively the Union does so. 

 

1.3 Literature Overview 

 

Sustainable development is surrounded by a continuous political and academic dispute over the 

definition and implementation of the concept. It is thus established in this research that the 

successful pursuit of sustainable development requires a concept that is operational. In the 

international agenda for sustainable development it is evident that academics are attempting to 

develop a concept that seeks to address current global issues such as international environmental 

degradation, industrialisation, and growing levels of poverty. Sustainability in development 

requires co-operation efforts to be future-oriented. Jacobs identifies sustainable development as a 

contested concept.2 Nevertheless, the disagreement over the concept does not necessarily affect it 

negatively. It signifies the productive battle over the political, economic, social and 

environmental direction of development.3 It is therefore recognised in this study that as an 

operational concept with an appropriate agenda, sustainable development provides an adequate 

mode of development. This mode addresses and integrates political, economic, social and 

environmental aspects and seeks to sustain achievements for future generations. 

 

This research adopts the belief that the needs of the poor should set the agenda for development 

efforts and the pursuit of sustainable development. This argument is supported by Adams who 

states that development policy must not only address poverty but also tackle the problem that 

                                                   
2 Michael Jacobs, “Sustainable Development as a Contested Concept,” In Fairness as Futurity: Essays on 
Environmental Sustainability and Social Justice, ed. Andrew Dobson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999), 26 
3 Ibid. 
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poverty is as much a cause as an effect of environmental degradation.4 He calls for development 

policy to set natural resources and their use in an economic, social and political context.5 The 

environmental aspects of sustainability in the Pacific and Tonga are therefore the focus of this 

investigation. 

 

A “mild ecological approach” provides an operational basis and an environmental perspective for 

the concept of sustainable development that is necessary for the successful analysis of this 

research. Overton defines this approach as development that allows for economic growth without 

irreversible damage to the environment. According to the mild ecological approach, sustainable 

development should therefore involve the careful management of global environmental resources 

in a fashion that increases productivity and meets basic human needs.6 From an environmental 

perspective, the mild ecological approach therefore presents an adequate agenda for sustainable 

development. The approach intends to manage natural resources adequately to achieve economic 

and social development. This mode of development sets an operational for sustainability in 

development policy and co-operation. It is therefore crucial to assess whether the EU 

incorporates environmental aspects into development policy.  

 

In this study, the arguments of constructivist and cosmopolitan theories form the basis for 

analysing EU development policy. Elgström’s study of constructivist theory in EU development 

policy provides an important foundation for this research. He declares that new norms can lead to 

the reconstruction of interests and alterations of behaviour.7 It is the aim of this study to test this 

statement by analysing sustainable development as “new norms” in EU development policy. Haas 

adds to the argument by suggesting that over the last 30 years the protection of ecological 

integrity has been elevated to a state interest. According to him, sustainable development has 

become a new doctrine by which states seek to pursue national power and wealth.8 In the theories 

of constructivism, the interests of actors are a central variable of their identities and actions. In 
                                                   
4 William M. Adams, Green Development: Environment and Sustainability in the Third World (London: 
Routledge, 1990), 9.  
5 Ibid, 8. 
6 John Overton, “Sustainable Development and the Pacific Islands,” In Strategies for Sustainable 
Development: Experiences form the Pacific, eds. John Overton and Regina Scheyvens, (New York: Zed 
Books, 1999), 4-9. 
7 Ole Elgström, “Norm negotiations. The construction of new norms regarding gender and development in 
EU foreign policy,” Journal of European Public Policy 7. no. 3 (2000): 460. 
8 Peter M. Haas, “When does power listen to truth? A constructivist to the policy process,” Journal of 
European Public Policy 11, no. 4 (2004): 585. 
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the context of development co-operation, the interests of states play a major role in the making 

and implementation of development policy. Building on this idea, Hopf believes that where there 

is no reason for interest, no interest will by found.9 Hence, to identify a cosmopolitan incentive 

for the EU to make the sustainable development of Tonga its own interest. 

 

The incentive that cosmopolitan theory provides is that of global distributive justice and a moral 

responsibility. Linklater provides evidence for a growing global conscience in the human 

community.10 Within this community all human beings present a unit of global concern.11 This 

argument offers a moral basis for global distributive justice. Moellendorf argues that the 

international community must seek a system of states and institutions of global distributive 

justice which allows for the practical implications of sustainable development.12 A system that is 

based on universal moral responsibility provides an incentive for the EU to pursue sustainable 

development in a country as small and distant as Tonga.  

 

 
1.4 Practical Implications 

  

The practical difficulty that this research encounters is that development policy does not always 

result in the co-operation that it promises. While the focus of this research is the EU development 

policy and how it addresses sustainable development in Tonga, the practical implications of EU 

co-operation need to be taken into account. The EU delivers assistance in the form of 

development funds. However, Tonga is only a minor recipient compared with other ACP 

countries. Increasingly, the concept of sustainable development provides new norms for EU 

development policy. This progress suggests that EU development policy is increasingly targeting 

the problems of sustainability in the development of ACP countries. Turning policy into practice 

however, is another side of the story. The allocation of funds is therefore a crucial indication of 

how effectively EU development policy implements measures for sustainable development.  

 
                                                   
9 Ted Hopf, “The Promise of Constructivism in International Relations Theory,” International Security 23, 
no. 1 (1998): 176. 
10 Andrew Linklater, “Cosmopolitanism,” In Political Theory and the Ecological Challenge, eds. Andrew 
Dobson and Robyn Eckersley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 115. 
11 Thomas W. Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2002), 169. 
12 Darrel Moellendorf, Cosmopolitan Justice (Cambridge: Westview Press, 2002), 69. 
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Guiding sub-questions 

 

In order to answer the research question effectively, a number of sub-questions are guiding this 

research. The questions, which are addressed in detail include: a) what is sustainable 

development and why should it be pursued; b) what is the Pacific agenda for sustainable 

development of the region and Tonga; c) what is the EU’s role in the sustainable development of 

Tonga; and d) what is the EU’s development policy framework for the region and Tonga? 

Foremost, it is essential to establish an operational concept of sustainable development and to 

determine why sustainability should be pursued in development. After doing so it is necessary to 

relate the concept to the Pacific background. Hence, this sub-question seeks to establish a Pacific 

agenda for sustainable development. The subsequent question relates to the role the EU has as an 

international development actor in the sustainable development of Tonga. Consequently, it can be 

analysed what factors of the Pacific agenda for sustainable development are addressed in the EU 

development framework for Tonga. This analysis offers the relevant information on whether and 

how effectively the EU contributes to the sustainable development of the country. 

 

Definition of terms 

 

This research aims to analyse the EU as an international development actor. The EU comprises 

the Union and its member states that deliver development assistance in form of development 

funds. The European Directorate General (DG) for Development that is currently under 

leadership of EU Commissioner Louis Michel, formulates the development policies for ACP 

countries in order to guide and programme EU donations from the European Development Fund 

(EDF).13 It is this co-operation that the EU delivers to PACP countries including Tonga that is of 

interest in this study. 

 

The persistent assumption that this research makes is that sustainable development is in the 

interest of developing countries. While sustainability may not be the most immediate concern for 

development in Tonga, the assumption is made that sustainable development will benefit present 

and future generations of all Tongans and mankind. It is therefore in the interest of all parties to 
                                                   
2 Commission of the European Communities, Development and Relations with African, Caribbean and 
Pacific States: About DG Development, 23 March 2007, 
http:/ec.europa.eudevelopment/AboutGen_en.cfm. 
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pursue sustainable development. This argument is, thus, supported by the theoretical arguments 

of this study. 

 

Delimitations 

 

A number of limitations had to be made in this study to allow for a precise analysis. Sustainable 

development is a multi-dimensional concept that requires adequate policies in the political, 

economic, social and environmental sectors of development. For the scope of this study the 

analysis has been limited to the environmental aspect of sustainability. It can not be dismissed 

that for the successful pursuit of sustainable development, each of the sectors need to be 

addressed adequately. However, an environmental perspective will provide a number of specific 

conclusions for the research question. Furthermore, this study focuses on the bilateral relationship 

between Tonga and the EU. This relationship is only a minimal segment of the development 

assistance that the EU delivers and does not provide answers for other bilateral relations of EU 

development assistance. In the development of Tonga a number of other international actors are 

involved. However, the focus of this study remains purely on the co-operation that is delivered by 

the EU. These factors limit the study and provide options for further research. On the other hand, 

these limitations allow for a focused research that provides a number of adequate conclusions.  

 

 

1.5 Methodology 

 

This study adopts a deductive method of research. It begins by establishing a theoretical 

framework that is based on the ideas and arguments of constructivism and cosmopolitanism. This 

theoretical framework provides a basis on which the EU development co-operation in Tonga and 

the PACP is placed and analysed. The aim of this study is to investigate how sustainable 

development is becoming a new norm in EU development policy. While it is increasingly evident 

that the concept of sustainable development is providing a new agenda in the international arena 

of development assistance, it is not always evident that sustainable development is effectively 

pursued through development co-operation. It is therefore the aim of this study to investigate 

whether EU development policy addresses the needs for sustainable development in Tonga and 

whether the co-operation it delivers contributes to the sustainability in the country. The case 
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study that is conducted in this research offers the necessary observation of EU co-operation 

efforts. The analysis of EU co-operation will therefore shed new light on how effectively the EU 

contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga.  

 

The subjects of this research are the agenda for sustainable development of the Pacific region and 

Tonga on one side and the development policy that the EU delivers to the country on the other. 

The correlation between the two is the centre of analysis. The investigation of how effectively 

EU development policy addresses the requirements for sustainable development in Tonga allows 

for conclusive results. In this manner, this research is predominantly theoretical. It applies the 

theories of constructivism and cosmopolitanism to explore the development co-operation 

between the EU and PACP. Nevertheless, the empirical analysis of fund allocations provides 

further input to testing the theories of development policy. 

 

A mixture of nomothetic and idiographic approaches are used to answer the research question. 

The former approach establishes a generalised framework that identifies the relation between the 

EU and PACP countries. The bases of this framework are provided by the EU-ACP Cotonou 

Partnership Agreement and the Regional Strategy Paper (RSP) and Indicative Programme (RIP) 

between 2002 and 2007 for the PACP region. This framework provides development objectives 

that apply to all PACP countries including Tonga. The idiographic approach, on the other side, is 

applied to the case study of Tonga in which the bilateral policies between Tonga and the EU are 

analysed in detail.  

 

A causal approach is targeted specifically at analysing the relationship between the two variables: 

Tonga’s agenda for sustainable development; and EU development policy. It is of interest in this 

research how EU development policy addresses the Pacific agenda for sustainability. 

Furthermore, this study provides a longitudinal analysis of EU development co-operation in 

Tonga between EDF nine from 2002 to 2007 and the current EDF ten between 2008 and 2013. 

This approach allows analysing any changes in the EU development co-operation for Tonga. This 

method is necessary to identify whether and how effectively sustainable development is 

providing new norms in EU development policy. 
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A combination of primary and secondary sources is used for the purpose of this research. The 

secondary literature provides the basis of the theoretical framework that this research adopts. 

Furthermore it establishes a thorough background of the debates surrounding the concept of 

sustainability and sustainable development in the Pacific Islands region. Primary sources are used 

to finalise the Pacific agenda for sustainable development and to outline the framework of EU 

development policy for the PACP and Tonga. Among the most significant sources for 

establishing an adequate Pacific context are the Suva Declaration, the Action Plan of the 

Secretariat of the Pacific Environment Programme (SPREP) and Tonga’s Strategic Development 

Plan 8. To outline the development framework for PACP countries by the EU, the Cotonou 

Agreement and the Consensus on Development 2005 are among the most significant policies.  

 

This research additionally includes the findings of primary research in Fiji in early 2008. Several 

semi-structured interviews were conducted during a ten-day research period in Suva with 

regional civil society elites and an anonymous representative of the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF). 

Three interviews are taken into account in this study. They were conducted through the National 

Centre for Research on Europe (NCRE) with the representatives of the Pacific Network on 

Globalisation (PANG) and the Pacific Islands Association of Non-Governmental Organisations 

(PIANGO) as well as one PIF representative. The series of interviews investigates the EU as a 

development actor in Fiji. Because the interviewees were regional representatives however a 

number of the findings can be applied in this research. 

 

In the case study of Tonga a number of additional primary sources are essential. These include 

the Country Strategy Papers (CSP) and Indicative Programmes (CIP) for Tonga. Every five years 

these papers are renewed under a new EDF. Due to the longitudinal nature of this research, the 

CSPs and CIPs of EDF nine between 2002 and 2007 and EDF ten between 2008 and 2013 are 

analysed. The detailed investigation of the policies provided in these bilateral frameworks as well 

as the allocation of funds that is outline in the papers allows for new conclusive results. The 

conclusions provide new information on how effectively the EU contributes to the sustainable 

development of Tonga. 
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Relationship to broader subject area 

 

The Pacific regional context that is given in this study allows broadening the conclusions. The 

more general subject area of this research is how the concept of sustainability provides new 

norms in the EU development framework for the PACP. The conclusions of the case study can 

therefore provide new perspectives on how effectively sustainable development is pursued 

through EU development assistance. Because the case study is placed in a regional context, the 

results can to a limited extend provide be portrayed onto the PACP region, which attaches greater 

value to this research. 

 

 

1.6 Chapter Outline 

 

The following Chapter two provides a detailed literature review and establishes the theoretical 

framework for this research. It establishes an operational concept of sustainable development that 

adopts a mild ecological approach and investigates the theories of constructivism and 

cosmopolitanism. These theories will be applied in the policy analysis in the following chapters. 

Chapter three establishes a background of the Pacific environment, of social and economic 

commonalities of Pacific Island countries, and of the common issues these countries face in 

development. Furthermore, the chapter determines a Pacific agenda for sustainable development 

within which the case study of Tonga is placed. Chapter four outlines in detail the EU 

development policy framework for PACP countries and Tonga. The last section of this chapter is 

the case study of Tonga that analyses theoretically and empirically the bilateral EU co-operation 

under EDF nine and ten. Chapter five discusses the findings of the case study and outlines the 

implications of the results to answer the research question. It addresses the sub-questions in 

separation and draws conclusions that answer how effectively the EU contributes to the 

sustainable development of Tonga. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
 
 

- Chapter 2 - 
 

 
 

2.1 Sustainable Development 

 

This chapter investigates in detail the academic debate surrounding the concept of sustainable 

development. The aim is to provide a review of the academic background in the studies of 

sustainable development as well as the international relations (IR) theories of constructivism and 

cosmopolitanism. These core elements of my research have been the topics of a significant 

number of previous studies. Constructivist IR theory is used in this research to analyse the 

development co-operation between the EU and the PACP. Cosmopolitanism and its newly 

emerging field of environmental cosmopolitanism provide a philosophical incentive for the EU to 

pursue sustainable development in the Pacific. Thus, it is the aim of this chapter to develop a 

theoretical framework that provides a rationale for analysis in this research.  

 

In order to answer whether the EU contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga, this 

research needs to establish a number of concepts. Most importantly, the notion of sustainable 

development has been one of the most controversial concepts in international politics and 

development theory over the last 20 years. It is therefore recognised that the study of sustainable 

development requires defining the concept. To establish a basic framework for academic 

discussion requires the careful selection of specific arguments and theoretical approaches. The 

1987 UN report Our Common Future (Brundtland, 1987) defined sustainable development for the 

first time as “development that meets the needs of the present generations without compromising 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.14 Since the introduction of the concept 

into the realm of international relations 20 years ago, the concept has raised a wide political and 

academic debate. Today, it remains disputed how sustainable development can be achieved and 

                                                   
14World Commission on Environment and Development. “Report of the World Commission on 
Environment and Development: Our Common Future.” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 24. 
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whether it is a desirable mode of development. 15 This dispute is evident in the literature and 

previous research in the field frequently mentions the uncertainty over theoretical or practical 

approaches to sustainable development. 

 

Sustainable development is a multi-dimensional process. It is established internationally that 

sustainability needs to address the social, economic and environmental aspects of development. 

Prior to the publication of the Brundtland Report, the subject of sustainability and development 

had been evident in a number of international agencies. It was taken up by the United Nations 

Conference on the Human Environment, in Stockholm in 1972. It was raised in the United 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) as well as the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature and Natural Resources16 and subsequently, became one of the core concepts of the World 

Conservation Strategy in 1980. The Strategy has outlined the overall aim of achieving sustainable 

development through the conservation of living resources, yet it has failed to link economic and 

social issues to the environmental focus.17 After the 1987 publication of the Brundtland Report, 

sustainable development quickly transformed into a key principle of environment and 

development policy, which was highlighted at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro and the 

declaration of Agenda 21. This event marked the generation of policies particularly targeted at 

sustainable development that now included social, political, economic and environmental links 

and was endorsed by over 150 countries of the international community.18  

 

It is the aim of this study to establish a concept of sustainability that provides an adequate mode 

of development that is multi-dimensional and future-oriented. The international political arena 

fails to find a global agreement on how sustainability ca be achieved owing to the different 

interests of those implementing sustainable development.19 In academia the idea of sustainable 

development has generated a further quantity of debates. It is discussed by political scientists, 

economists, philosophers and geographers. The various perspectives indicate that the topic 
                                                   
15 Michael Jacobs, "Sustainable Development as a Contested Concept," in Fairness Ad Futurity: Essays 
on Environmental Sustainability and Social Justice, ed. Andrew Dobson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999), 29. 
16 Adams, 2. 
17 Susan Baker, Maria Kousis, Dick Richardson and Stephen Young, “The Theory and Practice of 
Sustainable Development in EU Perspective,” in The Politics of Sustainable Development: Theory, Policy 
andPpractice Within the European Union, eds. Susan Baker, Maria Kousis, Dick Richardson and Stephen 
Young (London: Routledge, 1997), 2. 
18 Jacobs, 1. 
19 Ibid, 26. 
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remains a highly controversial one. The ongoing dispute in theory and practice over defining and 

implementing sustainable development may provide potential for criticism of this study. 

Nevertheless, it is the aim of this thesis to construct a framework based on a number of 

arguments that highlight the process of sustainable development positively. With the correct 

agenda sustainable development can provide a mode of development that addresses the 

international concerns of environmental degradation, ongoing industrialisation and rising levels 

of poverty  

 

It is necessary to acknowledge the vagueness of the concept of sustainability. The authors who 

are reviewed in this study use approaches that acknowledge the criticism of the vagueness of 

sustainable development, yet they defend the concept positively. Adams points out that the UN 

definition in today’s debate around international development presents more of a slogan rather 

than the basis for theory and implementation.  According to him, the phrase “sustainable 

development” is used and spread with great freedom, however it lacks any consistent meaning.20 

In the words of Clark, sustainable development is a varied and vague concept, yet in the same 

instance he labels it as a normative commitment.21 It integrates environmental and economic 

concerns from both local and global perspectives to meet basic human needs. Thereby he 

highlights the idea of thinking globally and acting locally as a new framework for structuring 

international relations around the themes of environmental, economic and democratic 

globalisation. Sustainable development is and remains a disputed concept. However, it arises 

from ongoing concerns of international development and provides measures to address them 

adequately. 

 

The dispute over the concept can be interpreted positively as the continuous battle over its 

direction. Sustainable development offers room for interpretation and improvements. The concept 

is much disputed among academics and policy makers, yet such a dispute can pay positive 

contributions to achieving sustainability in development co-operation. Jacobs outlines sustainable 

development as a contested concept. Such concepts have two levels of meaning where the first 

level is a unitary but imprecise form of a short definition22 such as that given in the Brundtland 
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report. The other is the level of contest over the concept of sustainable development and the 

political struggle over its interpretation and practice. The concept of sustainable development that 

is now found in much of the EU’s development policy provides a lot of room for interpretation, 

discussion and often criticisms. Jacobs concludes that what is important in this respect is to 

acknowledge that the political contestation of the meaning of sustainable development does not 

question the validity of the concept itself but signifies the battle over the direction of economic, 

social, and environmental development.23  

 

It is important to acknowledge that while sustainable development and the science behind the 

concept may indicate and warn us of the hazards of further industrialisation, it does conclude that 

development must occur.24 The EU in its development policy for the ACP does not question that 

development needs to take place. Within the academic debate, however it is necessary to note that 

development itself is a predominantly Western ideology. Adams declares that the terms of 

industrialisation, urbanisation, capitalism and democracy are those by which development is 

commonly measured.25 De la Court adequately mentions that the Brundtland definition of 

sustainable development has underlying assumptions of Western standards and ideas.26 These 

arguments raise a new level of dispute and criticism of the concept of sustainable development. 

However, the extent of this research does not allow a discussion of this dispute in detail. It is 

acknowledged that the EU in its development policy does adopt a Western or euroecentric 

approach to development. On the same note, this research acknowledges a Western background 

to the analysis of the EU’s development policy that will be adopted in the following chapters.  

This may again provide room for criticism, yet the reasoning for the approach is that the concept 

of sustainable development has evolved from that Western view of development and it is 

analysed from the same perspective.  

 

With the correct agenda sustainable development provides an adequate mode of development. 

The theoretical motivation for asking the research question is based on the need for development 

by the people of the Tonga. Adams argues that the needs of the poor should set the agenda for 
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development policy.27 This notion is evident in the European Consensus on Development, which 

states: “the primary and overarching objective of EU development cooperation is the eradication 

of poverty in the context of sustainable development”.28 The statement outlines poverty 

eradication as its objective and moves on to include sustainable development as its approach to 

achieving that goal. Adams also draws attention to the fact that poverty is as much a cause as an 

effect of environmental degradation. One of the most prominent conflicts in sustainable 

development is the struggle between economic development and environmental protection. Thus, 

Adams calls for the need to set environmental resources and their use in an economic as well as a 

social and political context.29 

 

This study embraces Adams’ agenda for development and adopts an environmental focus. To 

establish an operational concept that measures the effectiveness of EU development policy, this 

research integrates a “mild ecological approach” to sustainable development. This is outlined by 

a number of academics including Overton, Jacobs and Dobson and is relevant in constructing an 

adequate theoretical framework. Overton outlines this approach as development where economic 

growth should occur without irreversible damage to the environment. In particular, it involves the 

careful management of global environmental resources in a fashion that increases productivity 

and meets basic human needs.30 The mild ecological approach raises attention to the international 

problems of resource depletion and the conflict of integrating economic development and 

environmental management. Previous studies indicate this conflict as one of the most prominent 

in the debate surrounding sustainable development. The centre of investigation is the 

environmental element of sustainable development. The mild ecological approach presents a 

functional guideline for sustainable development that is concerned primarily with the 

environmental concerns of development.  

 

Sustainable development provides measures to meet basic human needs without irreversible 

damage to the natural environment. Overton’s work provides a fundamental basis in this study 

because it takes a special interest in the development of the Pacific region. When he establishes 
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the concept of sustainable development, Overton acknowledges that development is necessary to 

meet the most basic human needs. The process of development should not, however, damage the 

environment in order for future generations to enjoy the same privilege.31 He points to three 

views of applying sustainability in development policy: ecological sustainability; sustainable 

economic development; and sustainable societies. While the first approach focuses on 

environmental issues only and the second approach adopts a purely economic focus, the idea of 

sustainable societies combines these elements. Consequently, the latter approach provides an 

additional set of criteria for the mild ecological approach to sustainable development. Therefore, 

an adequate mode of sustainable development should use and modify ecosystems to improve 

social and economic wellbeing without compromising the environment.32 This approach puts 

environmental concerns into the centre of the agenda for sustainable development, yet, it allows 

for economic and social development. With this agenda, sustainable development provides an 

adequate mode of development. This concept of sustainability is used in this research to analyse 

how successfully the EU contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga and the PACP.  

 

The academic background makes it evident that establishing a single definition of sustainable 

development is a challenging task that is most likely to result in further debate. Nevertheless, 

previous studies highlight the different aspects of sustainable development that provide a number 

of operational factors for the successful analysis in this research. Jacobs identifies the need for 

operational means that must be applied to the concept of sustainable development to be 

implemented successfully. Sustainable development should be defined with a specific set of 

measurable criteria.33 Through discourse analysis he has identified six core elements to 

operationally implement and measure sustainable development. 

 

1. environment-economy integration; 

2. futurity; 

3. environmental protection 
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4. equity; 

5. quality of life; and 

6. participation. 34 

 

These elements provide a set of measurable criteria for the pursuit of sustainable development in 

the co-operation between the EU and Tonga. In addition to the mild ecological approach, this set 

of criteria provides a number of operational measures for the successful analysis in this research. 

They address the conflict of integrating economic development and environmental management 

and provide adequate guidelines for a mild ecological approach to sustainable development that 

allows for economic and social development without compromising environmental resources. 

  

With the correct agenda, sustainable development provides an adequate mode of development in 

Tonga and other developing countries. The different aspects that have been raised by the various 

authors can be applied as criteria to measure the successful implementation of sustainable 

development in EU development policy. In the frame of this research a limited set of approaches 

to sustainable development is applied. This set adopts an overarching agenda for sustainable 

development that is based on the needs of the poor. Furthermore, the agenda adopts a mild 

ecological approach. The given elements of this approach provide guidelines for the successful 

reduction of poverty and sustainable development. The aspects of the mild ecological approach 

do not cover all elements of sustainable development that need to be addressed in order to truly 

achieve sustainability. The chosen criteria, however, provides measuring tools for analysing how 

effectively the EU contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga.  

                                                   
34 Jacobs (1999; 26-27) outlines the core elements in more detail: Environment-economy integration: 
ensuring that economic development and environmental protection are integrated in planning and 
implementation. Futurity: an explicit concern about the impact of current activity on future generations. 
Environmental protection: a commitment  
to reducing pollution and environmental degradation and to the more efficient use of resources. Equity: a 
commitment to meeting at least the basic needs of the poor of the present generation (as well as equity 
between generations). Quality of life: a recognition that human well-being is constituted by more than just 
income growth. Participation: the recognition that sustainable development requires the political 
involvement of all groups or ‘stake-holders’ in society. 
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2.2 A Constructivist Framework 

 

Constructivism has been one of the most influential IR theories since the late 1990s and provides 

a critical approach to analysing EU development policy. Onuf was amongst the first to introduce 

constructivism into the debates of international relations with his book World of our Making in 

1989. A few years later, A. Wendt released his concept of constructivism that is one of the 

leading in the field. He proposed the idea that “anarchy is what states make of it” in his so-titled 

essay in 1992. It was Wendt’s intention to build a systematic theory using an ideational 

perspective that would reveal the overarching and shaping force of structure in the international 

community.35  With his statement Wendt proclaims that states are the key actors and decision-

makers in international relations. Thereby, he makes the character of anarchy in the international 

community dependent on the decisions states make. Constructivist theory therefore contains a 

number of core elements that serve in analysing the relationship of development co-operation 

between the EU and the PACP. 

 

Constructivism proclaims that states are primary decision makers. In applying Wendt’s theory, 

the international community can find itself in either a conflictual or a peaceful position, 

depending entirely on the intentions and decisions states make. However, adding to Wendt’s 

theory Webe pronounces that if the identities of states as decision-makers were questioned, 

Wendt’s idea would not function.36 Thus, in adopting a constructivist approach, it is 

acknowledged that states decide what the anarchy in the international community appears as: 

conflictual or cooperative. Thus, as laid out by Wendt and summarised by Copeland, the state 

remains a sovereign actor and primary decision-maker in international politics.37 

 

Constructivism offers a new approach to analysing international politics. Since the end of the 

Cold War IR theory has witnessed growing debates around multiple issues like state sovereignty, 

globalisation, communications and the social and economic power of knowledge as well as 
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environmental change and challenges.38 Other prominent theories like positivism and materialism 

view the world as pre-determined. Idealism and post-structuralism view the world as only 

imagined by actors. Constructivism, on the other hand views the international community and its 

affairs in a process of construction.39 The theory rejects the idea of the neo-realist presumption of 

a universal law of international politics across space and time that is driven by given structures. 

Neo-realists conceptualise the international structure as a set of relatively unchangeable 

constraints on state behaviour, yet constructivism highlights norms and practices as driving forces 

in state relations. Importantly, constructivism declares that international relations are driven by 

the constructed identity and practice of actors.40 

 

In reviewing the constructivist literature, a number of central themes emerge. These include the 

notions of agency, identity, interest, structure and practice. These themes are essential to 

analysing the EU development policy for the PACP. Hopf identifies that identity is what states 

attribute to other states in the international community to understand them, while internally they 

reproduce their own identity through social practice.41 In constructivist theory, identity is the 

most proximate cause of choice, preference and action. However, it cannot be understood without 

a normative context.42 Thus, identity is an empirical variable in constructivist theory that depends 

on its historical, cultural, political and social context.43  

 

Most constructivists share two understandings: the social construction of knowledge and the 

construction of social reality.44 Adler explains that the social world is constructed through 

collective, intersubjective structures and processes, where social facts are facts by human 

agreement. The knowledge of individuals, thus, refers to intersubjective understandings such as 

language or rules. These understandings turn individuals into agents who can act upon the world 

around them.45 Agency in turn, is one of the guiding elements in constructivist theory according 

to which the relationship between acting, communication and rationality is crucial. Adler 
                                                   
38 Emanuel Adler, “Constructivism and International Relations,” in Handbook of International Relations, 
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39 Ibid, 95. 
40 Ibid. 
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42 Ibid, 174. 
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identifies that one of the most recent contributions of constructivism is to base practical 

rationality on practical reason and to place it in a social, historical and normative context.46  

 

Following the concept of identity in constructivist theory, the notions of structure and interest 

present additional variables in international relations. Hopf outlines these elements in a 

comprehensive manner: the structure of the international system has a wide array of potential 

choices of action. Nonetheless, these are constrained by the actors’ understanding of the identity 

of other actors that prevails in their historical context.47 Interests are the product of identity. They 

are consistent with the practices and structures of actors. The power of practice, in turn, is the 

power of states to produce intersubjective meanings within a social structure. In foreign policy 

therefore states are constrained by national and international social practices.48 

 

Constructivism aims to denaturalise the social world in order to discover how identities, 

institutions and practices are the product of human agency. The theory attempts to establish how 

the identities and interests of states are constructed by their social norms and practices and how 

state-interaction depends on the intersubjective accounts between states.49 As laid out by Wendt, 

structure in international relations only exists and evolves through actors and their practices.50 An 

actor’s reality is, thus, historically constructed and global politics have an ideational structure.51 

Therefore, the shared intersubjective understandings of actors have a causal force in international 

relations, where interests produce identity. Thus, actors and structure mutually constitute each 

other and change in the structure of international relations is possible but difficult to achieve.52 

This statement will be tested in the course of my research by analysing the implementation on 

sustainable development in EU development policy. 

 

To truly apply constructivism in the context of this research, it is thus important to determine who 

the actors are and what interests they have, under what kind of structure they function and what 

their practices are. The relevant actors in this research are the European Union, the Commission 
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and its directorate general (DG) for development, which formulates the EU development policy 

that determines the EU-ACP relationship. The Cotonou Agreement of 2000 establishes the 

relationship between the EC and member states and the states of the ACP. The PACP and the 

Kingdom of Tonga will be the relevant actors in the context of this research.. 

 

Haas and Elgström provide significant constructivist arguments for analysing EU foreign policy. 

Haas provides an important basis for studying sustainable development in international relations. 

He argues that the protection of ecological integrity has, over the last 30 years, elevated to a state 

interest, whereby sustainable development is a new doctrine by which states seek national power 

and wealth.53 One of Adler’s concluding arguments is that constructivism can help the political 

and practical understandings of sustainable development by offering a critical understanding of 

the role of socially constructed knowledge in the establishment of social reality.54  Haas 

concludes that knowledge plays a distinctive role in shaping sustainable development and policy 

making.55 Furthermore, he states that the newly gained understandings of ecological behaviour 

through scientific expertise has led to new patterns of more comprehensive environmental 

governance nationally and internationally.56  

 

Elgström’s article on norm negotiations enhances these arguments, by analysing the 

incorporation of gendered thinking in EU development policy. By tracing the process of 

mainstreaming gender-related issues he argues that foreign aid policies can be reinterpreted and 

EU interests can be constructed to include new norms. When the majority of actors agree on the 

appropriateness of a new norm, it establishes new bureaucratic practice. The norm gains 

momentum on an organisational platform and will eventually be internalised by actors.57 The 

constructivist emphasis is, thus, on the role of agency. Moral inspirations can lead to the spread 

of norms, causing a change of interests that can lead to behavioural alteration.58 This process is 

has been identified by Elgström in the mainstreaming of gender issues in EU foreign policy. It is 

therefore of interest in this research whether sustainable development is providing new norms in 

EU development policy.  
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The interests of actors are particularly relevant in the relations of international development co-

operation. Hopf argues that interest is the product of identity and identities of actors are the result 

of social practices that constitute them and their structures.59 According to Hopf, the interests of 

actors are consistent with these practices and structures. Constructivism therefore makes interests 

a central variable that is consistent with an actor’s identity. In the context of development policy 

in particular, state interest becomes one of the major components for analysis. Most importantly, 

however, Hopf identifies that where there is no reason for interest, no interest will be found.60 

This fact raises one particular concern in the context of sustainable development in EU 

development policy towards Tonga. The EU requires an incentive for its interest in the 

sustainable development of the country. A newly emerging political philosophical theory is used 

to provide the incentive that constructivism asks for. Namely, cosmopolitanism and its more 

recent trait of environmental cosmopolitanism provide a political incentive for the EU to 

implement sustainable development into its development policy and to pursue sustainability in 

the small island nation of Tonga.   

 

 

2.3 A Cosmopolitan Incentive 

 

To begin with, it is important to ascertain that rather than a political theory cosmopolitanism 

offers a philosophical approach that is remarkably relevant to the pursuit of sustainable 

development.  Similar to the discussion of sustainable development, cosmopolitanism is a vague 

theory that lacks concrete operational tools. While cosmopolitans seek a supra-national form of 

international organisation, they fail to provide any alternative to the current system of anarchy in 

the international community. Furthermore, critics point out that states remain the primary and 

sovereign actors within the international community and the people of these states identify 

themselves as national citizens rather than members of a human community.61 Thus, it is 

important to point out that a cosmopolitan incentive is not an attempt to re-organise the 

international community. While cosmopolitans seek a supra-national shift in international 

politics, they fail to offer a mechanism for doing so. Instead, the ideas of cosmopolitan 
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philosophy can be used to provide moral inspirations for the EU to pursue sustainable 

development in the PACP.  

 

Cosmopolitan theory recognises that different polices are favourable for local, regional and 

international developments. This is an important recognition in the sustainable development of 

Tonga, which requires local policies in order to achieve local, regional and global progress. Held 

is one of the most acknowledged cosmopolitan philosophers, who develops the notion of 

cosmopolitan democracy according to which the international community finds itself in a 

complex and interconnected states. Therefore, different policies appear favourable for local 

governments, for regions and for global interests such as economic regulation, development and 

global environmental change.62 Held analyses the process of globalisation, which he describes as 

the growing and accelerating impact of global interconnectedness.63 To truly develop a 

cosmopolitan argument that fits the spectrum of this research, however, a number of additional 

arguments need to be considered to create a comprehensive theoretical framework. While Held 

outlines basic cosmopolitan ideas regarding the process of globalisation in the international 

political, economic and social arenas it is necessary to specify and extend the cosmopolitan 

argument that is applied to analyse the success of implementing sustainable development in EU 

development policy in Tonga and the Pacific region. 

 

The most fundamental idea of cosmopolitan philosophy is that all human beings do, or at least 

can, belong to a single human community.64 The human community stretches beyond national 

borders to include all human beings who share some kind of sympathy for one another. Linklater 

provides evidence that cosmopolitans use to support this idea of a global compassion between the 

people within that community. He uses Kant’s analysis of the rigorous international defence of 

human rights by Europe, which demonstrates a global conscience. Most importantly, Linklater 

stresses that the endorsement of universal human rights and the humanitarian law of war illustrate 

the human capacity for a global conscience.65 This argument creates a strong foundation for the 

cosmopolitan notion of a human community. It shows that people can share empathy for each 
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other beyond the borders of nation states, by accepting one another as human beings who share 

equal fundamental rights. This is a crucial argument in this study that evolves around the concept 

of sustainable development in EU development policy. In extending the notion of a global 

compassion for all members within the human community to our natural environment and future 

generations, cosmopolitanism provides a vital incentive for the EU to adopt the sustainable 

development of Tonga into its own interests. 

 

From the growing international distress of environmental degradation comes an extended form of 

cosmopolitanism that is concerned with the management of natural resources and their impact on 

the human wellbeing. Linklater raises this thought and develops the notion of environmental 

cosmopolitanism by asking whether the compassion that people share for each other within the 

human community can be extended to ecological resources as well as to future generations. He 

argues that with the growing understanding of global environmental changes, one of the most 

urging contemporary moral challenges in international politics is to promote a global 

conscience.66 This argument is supported by Dobson and Bell, who establish the idea of human 

motivation. Now that most governments of the international community have committed to some 

degree to the notion of sustainable development, Dobson and Bell explain that such a shift 

towards sustainability commitments requires a form of human motivation. That means that states 

may act because they know it is the right thing to do.67  

 

In the pursuit of sustainable development, it is necessary to extend the notion of the human 

community to its natural environment. It is recognised that human well-being depends on the 

ecological integrity of the community’s environment. Dobson outlines the concept of world 

citizenship by which he refers to the compassion that people share for each other in the human 

community.68 Dobson and Bell develop the idea of environmental citizenship, which stretches 

that compassion within the global community to the environment that humans live in and depend 

upon.69 In extending world citizenship to environmental citizenship it is crucial to appreciate the 

importance of ecological integrity to the human wellbeing. Such realisation has been evident in 
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the international political arena throughout the evolution of the sustainability discourse. Hayden 

explains that global environmental citizenship arises from a moral concern over economic, 

political and social problems in relation to our natural environment.70 Additionally, Hayden 

develops a strong foundation for the notion of environmental cosmopolitanism by arguing that 

the cosmopolitan human community can only exist in a healthy environment because the 

wellbeing of people strongly depends on the appropriate management of their surroundings. 

Thus, a true cosmopolitan argument cannot disregard the environment in its accounts.71  

 

The concept of environmental justice can be extended to relate environmental management to 

human rights. Environmental justice emphasises the point that human well-being is dependent on 

the environment. In adopting this approach, Hayden argues that the right to life entails the right to 

a healthy environment, including substantive rights to clean water and air as well as the 

procedural rights to claim substantive environmental rights.72 Linklater suggests that the 

compassion we share for other members of the human community can be applied to 

environmental protection and the sustainable use of natural resources, when ecological security is 

accepted as a human right itself.73  

 

Accepting ecological integrity as a human right therefore provides a moral incentive for the 

effective pursuit of sustainable development. The reduction of global poverty, the management of 

natural resources and the concern over future generations are the same fundamental arguments in 

cosmopolitan debates, which offer new perspectives on how to achieve sustainable 

development.74 The rise of sustainability in international political debates highlights the concern 

over global environmental issues and the future of human life. Hayden points out that the 

Brundtland Report and the commitment by states to sustainability illustrates how the international 

community is now bound by common interests and seeks common solutions. It appears that the 

quest for sustainable development is being increasingly accepted as a global challenge.75 Thus, in 

the debates surrounding sustainable development, environmental cosmopolitanism can offer a 
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philosophical approach that integrates these concerns and argues for a universal moral 

responsibility or human motivation. 

 

Global cosmopolitan justice is the notion that allows accepting environmental integrity as a 

human right. Dobson calls for more justice as an opportunity for cosmopolitanism to succeed. He 

criticises Held’s account of globalisation and rejects his ideas by pointing out that Held fails to 

mention and reveal the asymmetry of the globalisation process.76 Dobson points to Shiva, who 

recognises that while the developed North now exists globally, the poorer South remains without 

global reach and continues to exist only within itself.77 Dobson presents cosmopolitanism as an 

opportunity to resist the asymmetries of globalisation. He points out that specific communities 

are formed in the process of globalisation and recognises that these are communities of injustice. 

The ability to act globally, to implement measures of sustainable development, to impact the 

global economic market and to manage environmental resources is not distributed equally among 

the human community. From this observation comes Dobson’s call for global justice in the 

international community.78 

 

Global justice is a cosmopolitan tool to assure the distribution of equal rights and goods among 

the human community. This notion is necessary in development policy and co-operation. Beitz 

highlights the fact that the philosophical attention to the problem of global justice has flourished 

in recent debates, like it has never before.79 Rawls was one of the first to consider and discuss the 

idea of global justice. According to him, there are three elements in cosmopolitan justice: the full 

commitment to human rights; democracy; and the socio-economic equality between people. 

Thereby, he points out that the notion of justice originates from liberal thought and the political 

culture of democracies. His argument is that cosmopolitan justice needs to be based on 

conceptions that are global in scope.80 
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However, this kind of argument remains limited to democratic systems, while the cosmopolitan 

justice needs to be truly global in scope. Moellendorf criticises Rawls’ theory by arguing that it 

fails to be truly universal in scope.81 Moellendorf, in turn, emphasises that duties of justice exist 

between people globally and duties to compatriots do not necessarily precede duties to non-

compatriots.82  He concludes that such duties require a set of principles including the respect for 

civil and democratic rights and substantial socio-economic egalitarianism. Thus, he recommends 

an increase of democratic accountability into existing and future multilateral agreements.83 

 

In cosmopolitan theory, moral responsibility presents an important basis for global justice. Beitz 

pays an important contribution to the debate around global justice by arguing that in political 

theory cosmopolitanism seeks to encompass the whole world. Therefore, it can be regarded as a 

moral and political doctrine that can lead to distinctive prescriptions for policy-making.84 Moral 

cosmopolitanism is established by Pogge’s argument that all human beings have a global stature 

as an ultimate unit of moral concern.85 Beitz’s interpretation of this statement is that moral 

cosmopolitanism can provide a basis for global justice that is both individualistic and inclusive 

and offers a perspective on justifying practical choices.86  

 

The cosmopolitan debate around justice makes a significant contribution in this research by 

providing a moral incentive for EU interests. Moellendorf argues that in a world of injustice and 

the growing gap between the rich and poor, we must seek a system of just states and institutions 

of global distributive justice that reaches beyond national borders.87 Dobson completes the 

argument by saying that the cosmopolitan ideal is an international system of states and 

institutions of economic and political justice that honours human rights and democracy to limit 

global inequalities.88 In addition, Rawls states that a cosmopolitan account of distributive justice 

takes the wellbeing of people as the object of duties.89 This recognition ties in perfectly with the 

principles of sustainable development that were established previously and proves that in the 
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context of sustainable development, distributive justice must not necessarily be reciprocal. In the 

case of EU development cooperation in the Pacific, financial aid only runs one way. Yet, a 

cosmopolitan perspective recognises that sustainable development is of benefit to both parties.90 

 

Linklater expands the notion of duties, from which comes the notion of cosmopolitan justice, to 

defending ecological duties. He defends the cosmopolitan theory with his statement that the 

global environmental problems we now face may foster a sense of global connectedness.91 In his 

call for more justice Dobson argues that faced with global environmental degradation, the 

changing climate and the rise in sea levels, small island states are in urge for redistributive or 

restorative justice.  Dobson takes a critical position whereby he claims that justice requires those 

contributing most to global environmental degradation should do most to solve the 

consequences.92 Linklater points out that efforts to create international institutions that address 

global environmental harm are unlikely to succeed without a profound change in the moral 

convictions of the members of political communities.93 Yet, the rise of green political thought 

and the move towards sustainability and environmental management in numerous multilateral 

agreements internationally makes such a shift entirely possible.94 

 

From the cosmopolitan philosophy, a number of themes emerge that can offer a philosophical 

incentive for the EU to pursue sustainable development in the Pacific. Especially with the EU’s 

commitment to sustainable development internationally through the Brundtland Report, the Rio 

Declaration and several following agreements, as well as the integration of sustainable 

development into EU development policy for ACP countries, a cosmopolitan perspective and 

approach becomes very desirable. Cosmopolitanism offers a notion of a human community 

within which people share a global compassion for each other. This compassion is a driving force 

in pursuing development of poorer countries. Furthermore, the newly emerging ideas of 

environmental cosmopolitanism extend the compassion people share for each other to their 

natural environment. Thus, accepting ecological integrity as a human right itself can lead to a 

global conscience for our environment. In that respect, cosmopolitanism offers an approach that 
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integrates the concerns of sustainable development and argues for a universal moral 

responsibility. The cosmopolitan call for more justice in the international community highlights 

the asymmetry of the globalisation process. Yet, at the same time cosmopolitanism seeks a 

system of states and institutions of global distributive justice and argues that the move towards 

sustainable development by states and institutions makes such a shift possible. Thus, a 

cosmopolitan approach offers a moral incentive for EU development policy in the pursuit of 

sustainable development in the PACP and the kingdom of Tonga. 
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THE PACIFIC AGENDA FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND 
THE CASE OF TONGA 

 
 

-Chapter 3- 
 
 
 

3.1 Introduction and Chapter Outline 

 
From the previous chapter it is evident that sustainable development is a task that is truly global 

in scope. The development of Pacific nations and its sustainability is not only the responsibility 

of Pacific Islanders but, according to the cosmopolitan argument, that of the global human 

community. It is this argument that provides an incentive for the EU to pursue sustainable 

development in a seemingly insignificant and distant region, the Pacific ACP. To understand the 

issues involved in the development of the region, Chapter three provides a background and 

insight to the Pacific economic and natural environment as well as the case study of Tonga.  

 

From the time of European colonisation emerged a long-standing relationship between the EU 

and the nations of the Pacific ACP, which continues to shape the development of the PACP 

today. To understand this relationship this chapter outlines a brief history of EU-PACP relations 

from the time of colonisation to the current relation that is established under the Cotonou 

Agreement. The chapter then explores the environmental and economic background of the Pacific 

region to establish a context within which the needs for sustainable development in the region can 

be determined. To establish such a context is essential in analysing how the EU addresses the 

needs for sustainability and to verify whether EU development policies contribute to the 

sustainable development of the region. 

 

The second part of this chapter provides the case study of the Kingdom of Tonga. This section 

allows an in-depth investigation of the issues involved in the sustainable development of Tonga. 

It looks in detail at the environmental difficulties in the development of the country and the needs 

that must be addressed in order to achieve sustainable development. By determining the specific 

factors that are involved in the development of Tonga and the country’s pursuit of sustainability, 
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the following chapters will provide the analysis of how effectively the EU addresses them with its 

development policies in Tonga and the Pacific ACP. 

 

 

3.2 A Cosmopolitan Incentive for Sustainable Development in Tonga 
 
The pursuit of sustainable development in the Pacific is a challenge on a number of levels. The 
most relevant question in relation to this research is: why should the EU care about the 
sustainable development of Tonga? Despite the historical relationship, there are numerous 
obstacles to this debate. The distance between the EU and PACP is vast and the European 
knowledge of the region is little. The island nations are dispersed widely across the Pacific with 
significant environmental, social, political and economic differences between the countries. Their 
populations are small and have relatively high standards of living compared to other ACP 
countries. Their contribution to the global market is very limited and the funds they receive from 
the EDF are comparatively small to other ACP regions. Nonetheless, in the development 
framework established by the EU for the ACP, the pursuit of sustainable development has 
become a primary objectives and it has been established in the previous chapter that sustainable 
development is a necessary mode of development that should be pursued internationally in order 
to sustain development progress for future generations. 
 
In the EU-PACP relationship, cosmopolitan theory offers an incentive for the EU to effectively 
pursue sustainable development in the PACP region and a distant and small Pacific country such 
as Tonga. This cosmopolitan incentive requires an understanding that all human beings have a 
global stature that is a unit of moral concern.95 This concern can provide the basis for global 
distributive justice that is individualistic as well as inclusive and can justify practical choices.96 
The moral concern for the development of ACP nations is evident in the EU development policy 
that adopts as its objective the reduction of poverty.97 The moral concern is also evident 
internationally with the EU’s signing of numerous international agreements concerning poverty 
reduction and sustainable development. In the current system of global inequalities, the 
international community must seek a system of just states and global distributive justice that 
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allows for the practical implications of sustainable development.98 Thus, a universal moral 
responsibility that integrates the concerns of sustainable development provides an incentive for 
the EU to follow and implement the sustainable development of the PACP and Tonga. 
 
 

3.3 The Pacific Background 

 

The Pacific environment 

 

The Pacific Ocean is our planet’s most vast 

body of water that covers an area greater than 

all landmass combined. In the current 

geological time period, the Pacific Ocean is 

divided into two distinct zones. One is 

characterised by the many islands of the 

South and West Pacific that breach the 

water’s surface. The other is mostly devoid of 

land. The distribution of islands throughout 

the Pacific originates from the movement of 

tectonic plates. The volcanic activity under 

the surface of the ocean where tectonic plates 

collide has created  volcanic cones   that  have                        Fig. 3.1 Pacific Ocean99 

risen  above   the   Ocean’s   surface   creating  

Pacific islands. In the shallow waters of subsided volcanoes the coral remains of living 

organisms have created numerous atolls. East of the area of plate collision, the tectonic plates 

tend to drift apart, which leaves the Ocean’s surface unbreached creating a mostly ‘empty’ 

Northern and Eastern Pacific.100  
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An estimate of 20,000 to 30,000 islands are found in the regions of Melanesia in the East, 

Micronesia in the North and Polynesia in the South. Most islands of the Pacific are grouped in 

clusters that can be divided into two groups along the Andesite line that runs East of New 

Zealand, Fiji and Tonga. The islands lying West of this line are made up mostly of continental 

rock and include a number of large islands that have a greater abundance of natural resources. To 

the East of the Andesite line, islands tend to be smaller and made up primarily of volcanic 

basaltic rock with scarce resources.101 

  

The Pacific islands’ environments are largely determined by their geology and climate. Since 

their first appearances above the surface of the Pacific Ocean they have witnessed a number of 

environmental changes with sea level rises and drops, periods of high rainfalls and periods of 

droughts. The rise in sea level has been estimated about 1.5 mm per year over the last century, 

which has led to the drowning of most island coasts in the region due to the gentle sloping of 

island coastlines.102 With the settlement of human societies on the islands, the issues of recent 

changes in climate and sea levels have gained new relevance.103 

 

Prior to European contact, the majority of the Pacific population lived in rural areas that were 

highly dependant on their natural environment. This lifestyle resulted in the large-scale 

transformation of ecosystems on the islands to support human livelihoods. Yet, the exploitation 

of natural resources today is increasing at an exponential rate. Much of the indigenous vegetation 

has been replaced by secondary forests, savannas, agriculture and increasingly, urban 

development.104 The conservation of the often fragile, and very sensitive small-scale ecosystems 

of the Pacific islands is much more determined by human impacts than elsewhere. Therefore, the 

recognition of naturally evolved ecosystems as a self-functioning and self-sustaining resource is 

vital in the pursuit of sustainability in the PACP.105 

 

The traditional Pacific agricultural systems, based on agro-forests and poly-cultural crops were 

imitating natural forests and mostly protective of the natural soil. By no means did the indigenous 
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Pacific populations always live “in harmony” with their environment, yet appropriate adjustments 

were made to sustain Pacific livelihoods for many centuries.106 The felling of forests and inapt 

use of fire have previously led to considerable environmental damage, which in turn had 

detrimental impacts on the human life in the region.107 This highlights that in the small-scale 

Pacific ecosystems, which are as unique as they are vulnerable, the human interaction with its 

environment is a fragile relationship that is based on very limited resources. Yet, Pacific cultures 

continue to flourish embracing new social, political and economic developments. 

 

Today, in the age of globalisation, the global market, the growing interconnectedness of the 

human community and the global impact of consequences of these developments, the Pacific 

faces a new range of economic, social and environmental issues in sustaining  their livelihoods. 

Some of the nations, like Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea, experience a rapid growth in 

population size, which puts a number of pressures on the environment. Cash cropping has been 

on the rise throughout the Pacific, which involves the large establishment of mono-cultural crops 

that result in a loss of biodiversity. The Pacific nations now face issues of deforestation and land 

degradation due to larger urban settlements as well as the development of pastures for cattle. 

Erosion problems that have resulted from intensified agriculture and timber extraction have been 

reported from many of the countries and waste management remains a growing issue for 

environmental management. Pollution problems are prominent in small ecosystems and the use of 

fertilisers and pesticides can easily lead to the contamination of groundwater.108 These are factors 

of growing concern in the development of PACP countries. 

 

The Pacific economic and social context 

 

Over the last century, the Pacific islands have experienced immense economic changes and 

developments, which in turn have led to changing and degrading environments. Together with the 

process of globalisation, Pacific societies are increasingly becoming consumer societies. Rapid 

rates of urbanisation, westernisation and population growth are strong indicators of that process. 

However, the impacts of these developments are often adverse on the environment. Thus, many 
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Pacific islands are now experiencing a loss of biodiversity, a loss and degradation of marine and 

forest resources and increasing problems related to environmental health. Such modifications of 

Pacific environments often result in adverse social impacts.109 

 

Changes have also occurred in the social and political structures of the region. Many lifestyles 

have changed from the traditional subsistence societies to cash-driven societies that are relying on 

budgetary assistance and remittances.110 Foreign aid is a vital component of Pacific economies 

and in some cases provides the most important contribution to national GDPs. Since the end of 

the Cold War, the Pacific has experienced the withdrawal of aid, military presence and economic 

support from international actors, however this is welcomed by some as an indication of more 

meaningful political independence and liberal economic relations.111 

 

Pacific economies vary distinctively yet they share the common experience of economic shifts 

over recent decades. Tourism, forestry and fishing are now the key elements in economic 

development of the region. A common characteristic of Pacific island countries is the extensive 

area of the exclusive economic zones (EEZ), which provide great fishing potential. Tourism has 

become a substantial part of Pacific economies that takes advantage of the beaches, reefs, climate 

and culture of the islands and has proved to be viable source of employment and foreign 

exchange. Thus, it is a growing sector of Pacific economies and many countries are pursuing 

tourism as a major development strategy.112 

 

Isolation is one of the most prominent restricting factors on Pacific island economies. The lack of 

appropriate resources and the shortage of capital investment often discourage the establishment 

of secondary industry. Because of the increase in imported food, the Pacific is moving away from 

agriculture to new sources of income.113 Only Fiji, Tonga and Samoa display a large degree of 

diversification in which manufactured goods make considerable economic contributions.114 
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However, many small island nations simply lack the opportunity for commercial agriculture 

because of their restricted land area. 

 

It is evident in the Pacific region that economic developments put new pressures on Pacific 

natural resources. Countries are experiencing a rapid rate of urbanisation and increasing 

industrialisation and their effects are often detrimental on the physical environment and natural 

resources. Therefore, environmental concerns need new considerations in development efforts 

and the careful and adequate management of natural Pacific resources. As Wartho and Overton 

identify, the economic development of the Pacific requires new strategies for sustainable 

development that recognise the cultural and environmental context of the region.115 

 

 

3.4 The Pacific Agenda for Sustainable Development 

 

A number of documents are relevant in acquiring an understanding of the Pacific perspective on 

development and its requirements for sustainability. These documents include the Pacific Plan by 

the PIF on strengthening regional cooperation and integration; the Action Plan and Strategic 

Programmes by the Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP); the Suva Declaration on 

Sustainable Development of 1994; and Tonga’s Strategic Development Plan Eight. Alongside are 

used several other regional reports and agreements on Pacific development and environmental 

management together establish a framework that outlines the need for sustainable development in 

the region from a Pacific perspective. This approach allows integrating the regional knowledge of 

the economic and environmental challenges involved in the development of Pacific islands. 

Localised expertise establishes the knowledge that is necessary to effectively address Pacific 

sustainable development. 

 

It has been acknowledged internationally that small island countries face certain issues in 

development that are different to larger countries. The United Nations (UN) Earth Summit in Rio 

de Janeiro in 1992 on Environment and Development recognised specifically the problems of 

development in small island states. These issues can be summarised as: smallness; remoteness 
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from major production centres; the high degree of dependency; and ecological vulnerability.116 

The significance of outlining the particular concerns that small island states face in development 

is the international recognition of such issues. Making the international community aware of 

these problems means that international development actors such as the EU can address 

development co-operation in the Pacific region more effectively. 

 

Pacific leaders have developed strategies for development that are based on the regional 

knowledge of Pacific island countries. For over a decade sustainable development has been 

among the objectives in Pacific development. The signing of the Suva Declaration on Sustainable 

Development in 1994 signified the integration of sustainability into development approaches by 

Pacific leaders. The representatives of 14 member states of the South Pacific Forum adopted this 

new norm of development in the interest of the Pacific people as a whole.117 The signatories to 

the Declaration are the Cook Islands, the Federal States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, 

Niue, Palau, Papua new Guinea, the Republic of Marshall Islands, Samoa, the Solomon Islands, 

Tonga, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu. Evidently, the recognition of sustainable development is 

widespread across the Pacific and has officially been a strategy for Pacific development for more 

than ten years. 

  

The Suva Declaration establishes Pacific requirements and guidelines for the successful 

integration of sustainability into Pacific development efforts. Thereby, it declares that 

development should not be purely economic but that it should be people-centred, in line with the 

communal values of the Pacific way of life. Such a Pacific quality of life ensures economic, 

social and spiritual well-being and must be maintained.118 Thus, the Suva Declaration outlines the 

following issues that need to be addressed effectively in order to achieve sustainable development 

in the region: 
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1. Ensure human development concerns are considered and supported at the highest level of 

government policies, plans, programmes and in program monitoring, assessment and 

reporting. 

 

2. Enable most people to participate fully in socio-economic life and be owners of their 

development process. 

 

3. Build on the strengths of traditional systems, institutions and leaderships for community 

welfare, social order and environment management 

 

4. Ensure that economic benefits are equally distributed for the continued improvement of 

peoples’ well-being. 

 

5. Promote a close relationship between government agents, NGOs, churches, traditional and 

indigenous institutions, community-based organizations, donors, and other concerned 

entities towards the formulation, implementation and evaluation of human development 

policies, plans, and programmes. 

 

6. Support national sustainable human development initiatives through budgetary 

allocations, the restructuring of public expenditures and additional donor support.119 

 

The Declaration outlines the understanding of sustainable development by Pacific governments 

and their intentions to practice it. Not only does the Declaration state the requirements for 

sustainable development in the Pacific region but it provides the necessary guidelines to 

effectively address them. It recognises that sustainable human development is a multi-

dimensional task. It requires the collaboration of various agencies as well as the political will to 

redirect policies and plans towards greater effectiveness. The human welfare approach that the 

Declaration adopts illustrates how Pacific leaders put development into a social context. The 

Suva Declaration approach to sustainable development is similar to that of Adams outlined 

above. The needs of the people set the agenda for development efforts in the Suva Declaration.  
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More importantly however, the Declaration provides specific guidelines for governments on how 

to successfully pursue sustainable development in the Pacific. The lack of guidelines is often 

criticised by opponents to sustainable development. The fact that the Declaration does provide 

such guidelines illustrates how Pacific leaders are willing to put sustainable development into 

practice.  

 

The guidelines provided are: 

 

1. to enhance the productivity of the rural and subsistence sector; 

2. to promote participatory and community based development; 

3. to improve access to land; 

4. to expand employment and livelihood opportunities in the rural and subsistence sector; 

5. to address inequality and emerging poverty; 

6. to overcome disparities due to geographical location; 

7. to promote advancement of women; 

8. to ensure youth involvement and development.120 

 

Similar approaches are outlined in other Pacific agreements. Over the last decade the region has 

increasingly incorporated sustainable development into strategies for development in the region. 

The concept of sustainability has also found new relevance in the development cooperation 

between Pacific leaders and international development agencies. The Pacific Plan by the Pacific 

Islands Forum (PIF) is one of the most relevant documents in the EU-PACP relationship that 

outlines the Pacific objectives for development co-operation. 

 

The PIF plays a vital role in the EU-PACP relationship. It is the PIF that represents the PACP in 

development co-operation with the European Commission under the European Development 

Fund (EDF). In the Pacific Regional Strategy Paper and Indicative Programme of the 9th EDF 

between 2002 and 2007, the PIF was the Pacific signatory party for the allocation of funds in the 

region. In October 2005, the Forum Secretariat published the Pacific Plan for strengthening 

regional co-operation and integration, which outlines the goals and objectives of Pacific leaders 

in the development of the region and the co-operation with development partners. In the EU-
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PACP relationship, the Pacific Plan plays an important role in providing the Pacific objectives for 

development co-operation. 

 

The Pacific Plan does not outline sustainable development as an overarching framework for 

development. It gives four goals and objectives for regional development and co-operation. In the 

Pacific Plan the PIF places economic growth at the top of the list as its primary objective. The 

Plan outlines as its goals the enhancement and stimulation of economic growth, sustainable 

development, good governance and security through regionalisation.121 According to the PIF 

economic growth is the top priority for development in the region, thus adopting an economic 

approach to development. In this way, economic growth entails increased sustainable trade and 

investment, improved efficiency and effectiveness of infrastructure and the increased 

participation of the private sector.122 As its second objective, the Pacific Plan outlines sustainable 

development followed by goals for good governance through improved transparency and 

efficiency in the management and use of resources as well as security through improved political 

and social conditions. Together, the PIF objectives address a number of problem areas including 

economic, environmental, social and political development. While the Pacific Plan outlines 

economic growth as its first objective, the combination of the four given goals produces a multi-

dimensional approach to development. 

 

The understanding of sustainable development in the Pacific Plan is enhanced by a number of 

goals that the plan outlines under the objective of sustainable development. The approach to 

sustainable development that is adopted in the plan is based on the reduction of poverty, which is 

the first goal of sustainable development. Secondly, the plan outlines the improved management 

of natural resources and the environment, followed by improved health and education. Other 

objectives in the pursuit of sustainable development according to the Pacific Plan are gender 

equality, enhanced involvement of youth and increased participation in sports, as well as 

protecting cultural values, identities and traditional knowledge. 123 
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The Pacific Plan and the Suva Declaration both adopt an approach to sustainable development 

that puts the needs of the poor and the reduction of poverty at the centre of the agenda. The Suva 

declaration focuses entirely on integrating sustainable development into Pacific development 

efforts, yet it fails to address effectively the environmental aspects of development. While the 

Pacific Plan does not adopt sustainable development as an overarching objective for regional 

development it does highlight the environmental aspect of sustainability. In that respect, the Plan 

outlines as one objective in sustainable development the appropriate management of natural 

resources. the Pacific Plan therefore inicates the Pacific recognition of environmental aspects in 

the development of Pacific Islands. 

 

SPREP has been among the first organisations in the Pacific to follow the international pursuit of 

sustainable development and provides in its Action Plan a purely environmental outlook on the 

issues that Pacific islands face in the development of the region. SPREP organised the Pacific 

Islands’ input to the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and is now widely accepted as the 

region’s co-ordinating agency for environmental matters.124 The organisation was established in 

1980 as a joint South Pacific Forum and initiative that is now an independent regional 

organisation. SPREP aims to achieve ecologically sustainable development by promoting co-

operation and assisting environmental protection. The Action Plan that SPREP provides and 

periodically reviews is central to Pacific environmental planning and management and provides a 

vital framework for this research.  

 

The SPREP “Action Plan for Managing the Environment of the Pacific Islands Region 2005-

2009” and the “Strategic Programmes 2004-2013” are used to establish a framework that outlines 

the Pacific environmental concerns for sustainable development.  The current Action Plan 

provides a regional agenda for the environmental management of Pacific islands in order to 

achieve sustainable development.125 In the conflict of integrating economic development and 

environmental management, this agenda is crucial as it establishes the environmental issues that 

need to be addressed in order to achieve sustainability. Therefore, the SPREP Action Plan pays 

an important contribution to establishing a framework that adopts an environmental perspective. 
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Such a framework allows for the adequate analysis of how effectively the EU contributes to the 

sustainable development of the PACP and Tonga. 

 

The SPREP Strategic Programmes 2004-2013 make a significant contribution to the Pacific 

understanding of sustainable development. The approach to the concept that is adopted by 

SPREP declares that “the three pillars of sustainable development are: biodiversity and the 

natural environment, economic activity, and peoples, their cultures, traditions, social situations 

and welfare.”126 The same approach is adopted in the Action Strategy for Nature Conservation in 

the Pacific Islands Region, 2003-2007. Rather than a purely ecological approach to development, 

the documents outline an approach to sustainable development that is multi-dimensional. Figure 

3.1 illustrates the understanding that only a combination of environmental, economic and social 

aspects in development can lead to sustainable efforts. 

 

 
    Fig. 3.2. Pacific understanding of sustainable development127 

 

The SPREP Strategic Programmes outline how sustainable development in the Pacific can be 

implemented effectively. The Action Plan identifies three priorities in managing the environment 

sustainibly for the period between 2005-2009. These priorities include the management of natural 

resources, pollution prevention, and climate change, climate variability, sea level rise and 

stratospheric Ozone depletion.128 These three elements are the current focus in the environmental 

management of the region. To address these issues in the pursuit of sustainable development in 

the Pacific, SPREP develops Strategic Programmes and annual work programmes from the 

Action Plan. In its Strategic Programmes between 2004-2013 the following fundamental 
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objectives and principles are outlined as the necessary requirements for achieving sustainable 

development: 

 

1. promoting an environment that alleviates poverty and protecting the natural resource base 

for economic and social development, 

2. promoting the long-term sustainable use and development of resources for 

intergenerational equity, 

3. promoting transparent operating system, 

4. promoting and using participatory community approaches, 

5. promoting equal opportunities for men and women, 

6. promoting the appropriate transfer of technology,  

7. collaborating with other regional and international organisations, members, civil society, 

and the private sector, and 

8. assisting to further build national capacity by providing professional, competent and 

timely policy and technical advice.129 

 

In addition to the framework that is established by SPREP, the Action Strategy for Nature 

Conservation in the Pacific Islands Region 2003-2007 develops strategies for mainstreaming 

nature conservation. Over 320 participants from Pacific island governments, Pacific and 

international organisations and community groups met in 2002 for the 7th Conference on Nature 

Conservation and Protected Areas to discuss the mainstreaming of conservation issues. It was 

recognised at the conference that conservation is best achieved if conservation values are part of 

mainstream society, and part of decisions by governments, private enterprises and the community 

as a whole.130 This statement highlights the Pacific perspective on sustainable development, 

whereby leaders of the region agree that environmental factors must be taken into consideration 

in all development strategies. 

 

Importantly, the Action Strategy outlines the threats and limitations to biodiversity conservation 

in the region. In the nature conservation of Pacific ecosystems the strategy addresses a number of 

issues: thelack of institutional capacity especially on a national level; and the lack of coordination 
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and integration of conservation activities. Furthermore, the limited economic alternatives and the 

lack of funds, political support and good governance are major challenges to Pacific 

environmental management. Because alleviating poverty, food security and earning sufficient 

wages are often more immediate priorities, integrating the environment into national and regional 

economies is often difficult to achieve.131 According to the Action Strategy such factors need to 

be addressed for successful sustainable development in the Pacific. 

 

The Action Strategy for Nature Conservation addresses the three pillars of sustainable 

development that are illustrated in the figure 3.2 and attends to the economy-environment conflict 

that is prominent in sustainable development efforts. The Action Strategy accommodates the 

environment, the economy, and society by addressing each of the elements. Furthermore, it 

recognises that combining efforts in all three pillars is essential to achieving true sustainable 

development. As a goal for Pacific economies the Strategy announces that the sustainable use of 

natural resources needs to be a priority for economic development of Pacific Island nations. For 

the achievement of a sustainable future “nature conservation and sustainable resource use are 

integral parts of all island economies”132. 

 

Summary 

 

The development concerns that are established in the regional framework for Pacific sustainable 

development are characteristic of Pacific islands. Therefore, this framework is fundamental to the 

successful analysis of EU development policy in the PACP. The development strategies that are 

discussed in this chapter have a regional scope that addresses the common problems of 

sustainable development in the Pacific. These emerging themes are the concerns that need to be 

addressed effectively in the sustainable development of individual countries. A summary of the 

common themes in Pacific development strategies provides a comprehensive framework that 

identifies the problems that need to be addressed for sustainable development in the region. This 

research therefore requires the careful analysis of how EU development policy addresses these 

issues. 
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The Pacific framework for sustainable development that emerges presents a scheme that is based 

on human welfare. The focus for development efforts in order to achieve sustainability is 

primarily on the reduction of poverty. In the pursuit of sustainable development, the Pacific 

region adopts strategies that address the three pillars of sustainability. The region seeks to achieve 

economic development through sustainable trade and investment, effective infrastructure and 

private sector participation.133 Identified measures for social development are to improve health 

and education systems, to foster community participation and to advance gender equality.134 

Furthermore, the framework seeks to adequately manage the natural environment through the 

sustainable use of natural resources and mainstreaming environmental concerns in development 

initiatives. 

 

To allow for a comprehensive analysis within the scope of this research, the analysis highlights 

the environmental pillar of sustainable development and the conflict of integrating economic and 

environmental development. The environmental focus is beneficial to the analysis as it provides a 

more specified perspective of the issues that need to be addressed in order to achieve sustainable 

development in the Tonga and the Pacific region. The Action Strategy for Nature Conservation 

and the SPREP Action Plan and Programmes address the environmental issues that are prominent 

in the sustainable development of the Pacific region. The concerns in the pursuit of sustainability 

in the small island countries of the Pacific are outlined by SPREP as the management of natural 

resources; the problems of pollution; and the concerns of climate variability.135 Furthermore, the 

strategies for regional Pacific development emphasise the need to integrate Pacific environmental 

concerns into all small island economies. 

 

The specific concerns of environmental management in the countries of the Pacific region are 

summarised to establish a comprehensive framework that adopts an environmental focus. There 

is a strong need for the protection of natural resources in order to provide a base for social and 

economic development.136 Furthermore, the appropriate management of the Pacific environment 

requires improvement of institutional capacity and coordination and integration of conservation 
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activities. Most importantly, it is established that environmental factors need to be mainstreamed 

and taken into consideration in all development strategies.137 Investigating the effects of EU 

development policy and co-operation on the specified issues in the framework for Pacific 

sustainable development will shed new light on whether the EU contributes to the sustainable 

development of the PACP and Tonga.  

 

 

3.5 Case Study: The Kingdom of Tonga 

 

Tonga was selected randomly for this research as a representative of Pacific Islands. This thesis 

does not dismiss the fact that immense social and cultural differences exist between the various 

Pacific islands. Yet, in regard of the depletion of natural resources with new economic 

developments and the difficulties of environmental management, the islands of Tonga share 

several common characteristics of Pacific island countries. The conflict of integrating economic 

and environmental aspects in development efforts is crucial in the small and isolated ecosystems 

and livelihoods of the Pacific. In the attempt to sustain the development of Tonga, this conflict is 

inevitable and must be addressed adequately.  

 

The characteristics of small island nations and the challenges they face in development have been 

recognised internationally at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992. They can be summarised as 

smallness, remoteness from major production centres, a high degree of dependency, and 

ecological vulnerability.138 The SPREP Action Plan outlines three physical characteristics 

including remoteness, exposure and vulnerability that are found throughout the Pacific. 

Furthermore, it states that socio-economic pressures as well as natural and human hazards are 

exacerbating the challenges Pacific island nations face in development. With regard to natural 

resources, the Action Plan outlines that Pacific islands are challenged by the common 

characteristic of limited land and soil resources and the limited ability to accommodate 

development pressures.139 In that respect, Tonga provides an adequate opportunity for analysing 

EU development policies in detail to answer the research question. Because Tonga shares the 
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common obstacles to effective sustainable development of small island states, investigating EU 

development policies in Tonga will shed new light on how effectively the EU contributes to the 

sustainable development of Tonga and other Pacific island countries. 

 

Background 

 
                                Fig. 3.3 Tonga140 

 
 

Despite the common difficulties that Pacific islands share in development, Tonga has a number of 

unique characteristics that distinguish it from other Pacific nations. The Kingdom was never 

colonised and remains the only Pacific monarchy today. In 1845 the islands of Tonga were united 

into a Polynesian kingdom that became a constitutional monarchy in 1875. In 1900 it became a 

British protectorate from which it withdrew to join the Commonwealth of Nations in 1970. The 

country is an independent constitutional monarchy with the Head of State King George Tupou V 

since September 2006 and the head of government Prime Minister Dr. Feleti Sevele since 
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February 2006.141 It has been a member of the ACP since the first Lomé Convention in 1975 and 

continues to be a recipient of EDF funding. With the Cotonou Agreement the EU-Tonga 

relationship remains established under a new development policy framework that is the focus for 

analysis in this research. 

 

Tonga has a land area that comprises 747 km2 with a total of 169 islands of which 36 are 

inhabited. The country is divided into three main groups of islands including Tongatapu, on 

which lies the capital Nuku’alofa, the Ha’apai group in the middle and the Vava’u group of 

islands in the North of the country. The majority of the islands are flat, elevated coral reefs with a 

few exceptions of uninhabited volcanic islands.142 In 2006 Tonga had a population of 101,100 

people of whom the majority of approximately 70 percent live on Tongatapu. The population 

currently grows at about 2.8 percent a year but the substantial outward migration of Tongans 

reduces the growth rate to a yearly 0.3 percent.143 Despite the small area of land, Tonga has an 

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) that expands 700 000 km2 across the Pacific Ocean.144  

 

Tonga’s economy is characterised by a large non-monetary sector and the heavy dependence on 

remittances from Tongan’s living overseas. Its resources are mostly fish and the fertile soils. 23% 

of the country’s GDP are won in the agricultural sector and 27 percent in industry. Tonga’s main 

commodities for exports are squash, fish and vanilla beans and its major markets for exports are 

Japan, the United States and New Zealand.  However, the country relies heavily on imports of 

animal products and foodstuffs, mineral products, base metals and machinery.145 

 

Like many of the Pacific island nations, Tonga has a small-scale open economy with a narrow 

base for export of agricultural goods. Tonga’s main industries are tourism and fishing and the 

other half of Tonga’s GDP is derived from its service sector. The country depends strongly on 

imported foods and the remittances that Tongan communities overseas bring back to the country. 

Over a 5-year period ending in June 2001, the nations gross national product (GNP) was 
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estimated to be 34% higher on average than the GDP, largely due to the remittances from over 

50,000 Tongans who live mostly in New Zealand, Australia and the United States (US).146 In 

2006, riots following a 20 percent cut in the civil service resulted in a 3.5 percent contraction of 

the national GDP and the destruction of much of the capital’s business district. Further economic 

impacts were evident in the commerce sector, transport, communication and manufacturing and 

tourism receipts dropped by 10.4 percent.147 One year later, in July 2007 Tonga joined the WTO 

conforming to trade liberalisation and revenue reforms.148 In 2008, Tonga’s GDP is expected to 

resume with urban reconstructions and improved tourism with new air services between Fiji and 

Vava’u.149 

 

Tonga’s challenges in sustainable development 

 

For Tonga, its survival both in the short-term and long-term perspectives is based 

on ensuring that sustainable development is pursued seriously.150 

 

Increasingly, the notion of sustainability is evident in the national development strategies for 

Tonga. A number of documents highlight this evolution, including the Tonga Strategic 

Development Plan 8 2006/7-2008/9 published by the PIF, the First National Report by the 

Tongan Department of Environment, and the National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan. 

These reports highlight the growing recognition of sustainable development in development 

efforts in Tonga 

 

The elements of sustainable development that are evident in the regional approaches are found 

again in Tonga’s national development objectives. The vision for Tonga’s development that is 

expressed in the Strategic Development Plan 8 is “to create a society in which all Tongans enjoy 

higher living standards and a better quality of life through good governance, equitable and 
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environmentally sustainable private sector-led economic growth, improved education and health 

standards, and cultural development.”151 Furthermore, the Plan sets out a number of goals to 

achieve its ambitions: 

 

1. to create a better governance environment; 

2. ensure macroeconomic stability; 

3. promote sustained private-sector led economic growth; 

4. ensure equitable distribution of the benefits of growth; 

5. improve education standards; 

6. improve health standards; 

7. ensure environmental sustainability and disaster risk reduction; and 

8. maintain social cohesion and cultural identity.152 

 

The goals set out in the Strategic Development Plan address the political, economic, 

environmental and social elements of development. The vision that is expressed in the Plan 

declares that the aim of development efforts is to achieve a better quality of life in Tonga. The 

approach it adopts is thus centred on people and their needs. The Strategic Development Plan 8 

for Tonga provides a specific section that adopts a people centred approach to the needs for 

development in the country. The means to achieve the vision are multi-dimensional. Importantly, 

the Development Plan does identify environmental sustainability as one requirement for its 

vision. The environmental aspect in development and the concerns of environmental management 

in Tonga are the focus of the case study. 

 

The recognition of the importance of environmental and resource management in the Tongan 

Government is increasingly evident, which was highlighted by the decision in 2000 to establish 

the Department of Environment as a full department.153 Its role is to coordinate the government 

activities in relation to environmental management decisions and to formulate environmental 

policy. In Tonga the issues concerning the environment are co-ordinated by the Environmental 
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Planning and Conservation Section, Ministry of Lands, Surveys and Natural Resources.154 In 

addition, an Environmental Advisory Board was established and a number of bills concerning 

environmental management and biosafety have been submitted to the Crown Law Department in 

2004.155 The Tongan Government does acknowledge officially the task for a more stable 

macroeconomic environment, the promotion of education and technology, institutional 

infrastructure and the prevention of environmental degradation in order to achieve sustained 

growth.156   

 

Tonga’s land resources are under pressure by the growing population density in urban areas, by 

land settlements and by the various forms of land use. All land in Tonga belongs to the Royal 

Crown and is divided between estates of the King, the Royal Family and Nobles. According to 

the Lands Act every male Tongan at the age of 16 is entitled to a tax allotment of 3.3 hectares for 

farming or a smaller town allotment for residential purposes. However, the growth in population 

is increasingly affecting the demand for land that can in many cases no longer be fulfilled. In 

turn, families are urged to put more pressure on their land resources, which often leads to 

diminishing natural island protection by over-harvesting coastal mangroves.157 

 

The Strategic Development Plan 8 for Tonga outlines the environmental problems of recent 

developments. Over 30% of the country’s population now live in urban areas. Urbanisation in 

Tongatapu and the wider Nuku’alofa area is creating immense pressures on the local land 

resources. Land is depleting and natural mangrove swamps have been converted into 

subdivisions. The resulting problems are the erosion of natural buffer zones as well as sanitation 

concerns with human and industrial waste infiltrating the area.158 The removal of mangroves 

leads to the loss of habitat, particularly for juvenile fish and crustaceans.159 In many areas of the 
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islands, the coastal forest strip has been dramatically reduced, which naturally used to serve to 

prevent shoreline erosion and protect the inland inhabited and agricultural areas.160 

 

In addition to erosion problems along the shoreline of Tonga’s islands, climate change is 

becoming an increasing concern in the development and environmental management of the 

country. The consequences of climate change such as the predicted sea level rise and increased 

frequency and intensity of cyclones are expected to significantly impact Pacific islands over the 

next 50 years. Nuku’alofa, the capital, is particularly vulnerable to such events because it lies on 

the lowest point of the island that makes it very susceptible to flooding and inundation. Coral 

reefs that are significant fishery and tourism resources act as barriers to open ocean swells. A 

change in Ocean temperatures can significantly degrade coral reefs, which will further expose the 

islands to the dangers of floods.161 

 

Tonga’s biodiversity is under intense pressure. Urban, commercial and agricultural developments 

continue to exploit the country’s last resources. Estimates say that only around 4,000 hectares or 

5.3 percent of Tonga remains forested today. The biodiversity that is dependent on the natural 

forest is now confined to the land area that remains forested. Yet, this area is increasingly 

disturbed by invasive weeds and pests as well as humans who strip bark and collect firewood. Of 

the endemic biodiversity on Tonga’s land only about a dozen plant species and two endemic bird 

species remain today. The loss of inshore marine biodiversity has also been reported due to the 

open access by coastal populations. The reefs and lagoons are prime sources for subsistence 

supplies of fishery resources but they are experiencing problems of overexploitation and the loss 

of species.162 

 

Pollution is a major concern that Tonga has to face in recent development of the country. The 

problem originates from the growing use of fossil fuels, the improper disposal of solid waste, the 

runoff from pesticides and fertilisers into the groundwater and sea and the random disposal of 

waste by maritime vessels. Especially in urban areas, littering and dumping of solid wastes on 

beaches and vacant land are becoming major concerns. The agriculture relies heavily on the use 
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of fertilisers and pesticides and other chemicals come from industries such as power supply and 

construction work. Other contributing factors to the growing problem of pollution and waste 

management in Tonga are the burning of trash and deforestation. 

 

The First National Report on Biodiversity outlines a set of goals and strategies to effectively 

address environmental management in Tonga. These goals set a framework for the issues that 

need to be addressed to sustainably manage the Tongan environment and natural resources. This 

framework allows effectively analysing what impacts EU development policies have on these 

issues. The concerns that are addressed in the Report on Biodiversity are the particular 

environmental issues that Tonga needs to address in order to achieve sustainable development. 

Identifying these concerns is the first requirement to answering the research question. The extent 

to which EU development policies in the PACP and Tonga address these issues will shed new 

light on how effectively the EU contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga and the 

PACP. 

 

Forest Ecosystems: the goal is to manage Tonga’s forest ecosystems and resources 

sustainably to provide the full range of services essential for Tonga’s economic and social 

well-being, within a land-management system that integrates all land uses.163 

 

Marine Ecosystems: the goal is to provide for productive, healthy and sustainibly 

managed habitats including coral reefs, slope fisheries, spawning and feeding sites.164 

 

Species Conservation: to protect priority species in their natural habitat and the diversity 

of endemic, native and non-native species.165 

 

Agro-biodiversity: to protect, conserve and sustainably manage Tonga’s rich agro-

biodiversity, supported by progressing science-based initiatives to enhance productivity 

and genetic stability.166 
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Local Community and Civil Society: to ensure their pride in Tonga’s natural heritage and 

their participation in protection and management.167 

 

Access and benefit Sharing from the use of Genetic Resources and Traditional Ecological 

Knowledge.168 

 

Mainstreaming Biodiversity Conservation: to ensure that biodiversity is recognised, 

respected and integrated into social and economic sectors, strategies and plans.169 

 

Financial Resources and Mechanism to finance Tonga’s NBSAP is financed from diverse 

and reliable sources that are local and external.170 

 

 

The European Union as a development actor in Tonga 

 

The challenges of sustainable development in the EU-Tonga relationship occur on a number of 

levels. The environmental aspects that are outlined in this chapter provide a local perspective. 

The challenge in the relationship between Tonga and the EU is to successfully pursue sustainable 

development from an international perspective. The isolation and remoteness of the country and 

the vast distance between the two are major obstacles in EU contributions to the country’s 

sustainability. This emphasises the importance of the cosmopolitan incentive for the EU to accept 

the Tongan population and environment as part of the human community. As an international 

development actor, this incentive requires the adequate development of the country that is based 

on people’s needs and allows for sustainability.  

 

The relationship between Tonga and the EU was first established with the Lomé Convention in 

1975. Since 1975, the Kingdom of Tonga has benefited from European development assistance. 

Over the 20-year period of the Lomé regime, the EU granted a total of $19.8 million in 
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development funds. In 2005 the country was ranked 54th in the UNDP Human Development 

Index.171 Its relations with the EU are generally good. In contrast to many of the ACP states 

however, the EU is only a minor trading partner for Tonga with less than one percent of its 

exports relating to the Union.172 This is beneficial to the research, which examines the EU as a 

development actor rather than a trading partner. 

 

As a development actor, the EU has contributed most of its fund to the Vava’u group of islands. 

Located in the north of the Kingdom, Vava'u is the second group of islands in terms of population 

as well as land area. With an abundance of natural resources, the group as greater potential for 

agriculture and tourism than other parts of the Kingdom. However, a series of constraining 

factors have undermined the development of Vava’u, including relatively low productivity, 

undeveloped marketing infrastructures, substantial import levels and the poor distribution of 

utilities and public services. Especially tourism was difficult to establish because of the limited 

access and poor transport infrastructure on the islands.173 

 

Since the Lomé Conventions, the allocation of EU development funds has shifted to other 

sectors. With Lomé III and IV resources were entirely allocated to the development of the Vava’u 

island group.174 With the seventh EDF the EU allocated €6 million to activities in the Vava´u 

region as well as regional projects in agriculture and fisheries. The eighth EDF of €7  million 

allocated another 70% of the funds to the support of the Vava´u group with an emphasis on 

agriculture, fisheries and tourism. The ninth EDF between 2002 and 2007 allocated €3.7 million 

to Tonga. These funds were mostly allocated to the development of social sector support 

programmes, education, health and sanitation in the Vava´u region.175 Currently, Tonga is 

planned to receive  under the 10th EDF. The focus of fund allocations is now on…  
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The ninth and tenth European Development Fund (EDF) are the focus for examining the issues 

that the EU development framework for Tonga addresses. The European Council decided in 

December 2005 that the EDF and the European Budget should continue to be financed separately. 

Furthermore, the EDF remains the primary source of co-operation funding for ACP countries.176 

Under Cotonou the EU operates multilaterally under the regional strategy and bilaterally in 

Tonga. 9th EDF National Strategy Paper and Indicative Programme. A comparison between the 

ninth and tenth EDF allows examining the shift in development policies and whether they address 

the environmental aspects of sustainable development in Tonga.  
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EU DEVELOPMENT POLICY 
 

 

-Chapter 4- 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the framework of EU development policies in the PACP. 

After establishing the needs for sustainable development in the Pacific and Tonga, it is important 

to discuss the EU development policies that are in place. The interaction between the EU and 

PACP is outlined in order to explore the development regime that currently determines this 

relationship, namely, the Cotonou Partnership Agreement between the EU and ACP. The focus of 

the policy analysis is how effectively EU development policy integrates and addresses 

sustainable development in the PACP. As previously outlined, the measuring factor for the 

successful integration of sustainability into EU development policy is the incorporation of 

environmental concerns into development co-operation. 

 

In addition to the Cotonou Agreement, a number of other development frameworks contribute to 

the integration of sustainable development into EU development policy. Amongst the most 

significant is the recent Consensus for Development that was jointly signed by the Council of 

Ministers, the EP and the European Commission in 2005. Furthermore, the attempts by the EU 

Commission to mainstream the environment and sustainability into development cooperation are 

outlined and discussed to trace the process of integrating sustainability into EU development co-

operation. An analysis of the EU development framework assists in assessing how successfully 

the EU manages to integrate sustainable development into its development policy and address the 

needs for sustainability in the PACP. The following chapter relates the outcomes of this 

framework back to the case study of Tonga and analyses in detail how successfully the EU 

addresses sustainable development issues in its development policy. 
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History of the EU – PACP relationship 

 

 
 Fig. 4.1 Pacific ACP countries177 

 

The relationship between the European Community (EC) and the nations of the ACP has evolved 

from the colonial past of European nations in Africa, the Caribbean and Pacific regions. From the 

early 18th century until the 1950s the Pacific Island states were governed by colonial powers with 

one exception: Tonga. Independence was gained by the Pacific Islands at a relatively late stage, 

yet it was the colonial era that led to the incorporation of Pacific states into the world economy. 

Goods such as sugar, copra, gold, coffee, nickel and timber were brought to Europe in exchange 

for the excess manufactured goods. Similarly, this style of interaction continues to shape the 

relationship between the EU and the Pacific region today.178 Through the forces of globalisation 

and trade liberalisation the relationship continues to rest on an economic basis; however, a more 

subtle process of political negotiation is evident, which is reshaping economic relationships. 

 

The EU-ACP historical background is the reason for the relationship that exists today. Despite 

the vast distance between Europe and the Pacific islands, the relationship between the EU and 

PACP nations has remained a strong one that has been established within a number of 
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frameworks. Former colonies were incorporated into a close network of relationships with the EU 

and proved to be an enduring group in international affairs.179 In 1957, after the colonisation 

process, the relationship was officially determined by the Yaoundé Conventions. These were 

followed by the trade and aid framework of the Lomé Conventions between 1975 and 2000. Until 

that time, ACP states had evolved from the colonial special associate status to Independent 

Associated States to partners under the Lomé Agreements.180 Historically, Lomé presents the 

most structured and significant relationship between the EC and ACP. Nonetheless, its poor 

performance and failure to improve the economic situations of the majority of ACP states, led to 

a European desire to reform the relationship under a new framework for development and 

trade.181 Finally, the need to conform to World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules has resulted in 

the dismissal of the preferential Lomé regime and led to the current framework of the Cotonou 

Agreement.  

 

4.2 The EU as an International Development Actor 

 

The role of the EU in the Pacific remains double sided. The Union is an economic trading partner 

as well as a development actor. Both roles are interconnected and cannot be analysed in complete 

separation. Nonetheless, in this research the focus remains on the EU as an international 

development actor. As such, the Union delivers more than ten percent of Official Development 

Assistance (ODA) and with its member states, the Union provides around 55 percent of total 

international ODA. While, the EU is now devoting an increasing amount of its aid to the nations 

of the former Soviet bloc, the ACP continue to receive larger proportions than developing nations 

of the Mediterranean or Asia.182 The EU is truly global in its scope of development co-operation; 

however, the development assistance it delivers to the ACP group of former colonies presents a 

unique relationship. 
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The ACP nations form major development regions in which the Union operates on a number of 

levels, which makes this interaction exceptional from a development cooperation perspective. 

The new objectives defining the relationship between the EU and ACP are now established under 

the Cotonou Partnership Agreement, signed in 2000. The Agreement provides a new framework 

for the Union’s development and trade relations with the ACP developing countries. What makes 

the relationship between the PACP and the EU unique is that under the Cotonou regime, the 

Union operates on bilateral as well as multilateral regional bases.183 From the EDF the Union 

provides both RSPs and RIPs as well as national programmes and strategies for the allocation of 

funds. Both levels under the ninth EDF are taken into consideration in this research. The RSP for 

the PACP is included to provide a regional overview. The National Strategy Paper (NSP) and 

Indicative Programme (NIP) for Tonga under the ninth EDF relates the EU development policies 

directly back to the case study and is analysed in detail to answer the research question. 

Furthermore, the case study takes into account the NSP and NIP of EDF ten. This allows for a 

longitudinal analysis of the EU development policy for Tonga. 

 

 

The EU policy-making process 

 

Political theory is the academic language that is used to analyse and understand the policy-

making processes of the EU. In this academic field it is recognised that policy-making in the EU 

may differ considerably across the various policy issues. The member states and EU institutions 

both matter in the process. Yet, their respective roles and powers remain subject to theoretical 

debate. A range of hypotheses has been put forward by the numerous theories, which can be 

grouped most generously under the two classifications of rationalism and constructivism.184 

While the rationalist theory views the policy process as one of bargaining between key actors in 

order to maximise utility based on fixed preferences, constructivism sees EU policy-making as a 

process of socialisation between actors. Constructivist theory of the EU policy process is based 

on European norms and identities, where institutions include formal rules as well as informal 

norms, which constitute actors in shaping their identities and preferences.  
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Constructivism is a relatively recent theory in the analysis of the EU policy-making process. It 

was not introduced until 1999, with the publication of a special issue of the Journal of European 

Public Policy on the “Social Construction of Europe”. However, academics have been quick to 

adopt the theory to analyse and explain the policy-process.185 Smith argues that the EU in its 

international activities constitutes an evolving negotiated order.186 Thereby the process is as 

important as the outcome, which provides a basis for a constructivist analysis. The Union as an 

international actor is a product of institutional negotiations as well as a part of that process.187 

Hence, this research acknowledges that the constructivist approach allows shedding new light on 

the European trade and aid policy and in analysing the relationship between the EU and PACP. 

As one of the longest established policy frameworks and the original purpose of the EEC, trade 

and aid relations are given a new perspective in constructivist theory.  

  

Development policy in Europe is not only a domestic issue. It was soon adopted at the Union 

level, which has made the EU the largest international aid donor in recent years. What needs to be 

asserted in analysing this Union-level development policy is that the EU is a complex and unique 

policy-making system that operates on a multinational and neo-federal basis.188 Richardson 

concludes that the EU has now acquired for itself the policy-making features of a modern state 

with an increasingly wide range of policy sectors.189 This research focuses on policy at the Union 

level rather than the development relations of individual member states. Thereby, it 

acknowledges that the coordination and cooperation between policy-making instruments plays a 

vital role in the constructivist analysis of the EU as an international development actor in the 

Pacific. 

 

This research is, therefore, based on a policy analysis that adopts a Union-level or supra-national 

approach. In the network of EU institutions the relationship between key players such the 

Commission, the European Parliament (EP), and the Council of Ministers (CM) is in a permanent 

state of fluctuation. Moreover, it is evident from previous studies that the relationship between 

the EU and its member states is directly affected by the complex nature of the Union’s policy-

                                                   
185 Ibid, 22. 
186 Smith, 304. 
187 Ibid, 305. 
188 Jeremy Richardson, “Policy-making in the EU: interests, ideas and garbage cans of primeval soup,” In 
European Union: Power and Policy-making, ed. Jeremy Richardson (New York: Routledge, 2006), 5. 
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making process.190 This process is usually analysed through one of two perspectives: a national 

policy-making model or a supra-national model of policy-making.191 The supra-national approach 

allows identifying the Union as an entity for development in the PACP.  

 

Trade and aid relations have been the EC’s most fundamental and long-established international 

relations. Between the 1950s and 1970s several international agreements led to the establishment 

of the European Economic Community (EEC) as a world trading system.  Smith argues that trade 

and aid agreements form the core of the EU’s international policy agenda.192 In relation to that 

policy agenda, the Treaty of Maastricht outlined the principles of complementarity, co-ordination 

and coherence between the Community and member states for development policy and 

established a second pillar of EU policy: the common foreign and security policy (CFSP). It 

provides new procedures that grant the Commission the right to initiative in the field of the 

CFSP.193 Furthermore, the Treaty of Amsterdam has added the requirement of consistency in EU 

external relations194 and relates humanitarian intervention to the pillar of security policy.195  

 

Internationally, the EU has become a strong actor in the fields of trade and aid relations. The 

crucial development in the Union’s committed foreign policy was the implementation of the 

Lomé Conventions between the EC and ACP, the first of which came into force in April 1976 

and was followed by three successive conventions until 2000.196 They served to establish a strong 

and lasting relationship of trade and aid negotiations by the EU. From the initial EEC objective, 

trade and aid relations have evolved significantly and the Union finds itself in a continuous 

engagement of international negotiations. Furthermore, Smith argues that as an international actor 

the EU has a new and unique form of behaviour and influence. Most importantly, it has a major 

position in influencing the foreign policies of other international actors.197 In the Pacific the EU 

remains a major trading partner and continues to allocate significant development funds.  
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4.3 The Cotonou Partnership Agreement 

 

The Cotonou Partnership Agreement between the EU and the 77 nations of the ACP that was 

signed on 23 June 2000 in Cotonou, Benin provides the policy framework that is the focus of 

analysis in this research. The Agreement was enforced on 1 April 2003 after completion of the 

ratification process198 and provides a new 20-year framework for EU development policy in the 

Pacific and other ACP regions until 2020. Under Cotonou the EU is involved bilaterally as well 

as on a multilateral basis in the PACP region that includes the 14 nations of the Cook Islands, 

Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, the federated States of Micronesia, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papaua 

New Guinea, Samoa, the Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu. The relationship 

between the independent nations of the PACP and the EU was established in 1975 with the Lomé 

Conventions that initiated European programmes of co-operation and humanitarian assistance. 

Since 2000, the Cotonou Agreement provides the development policy that determines the 

relationship between the EU and the nations of the ACP.  

 

Cotonou provides a number of new developments and innovations in the relationship and co-

operation between the EU and ACP. With a 20-year framework the Agreement provides 

sufficient planning security for all parties. After the failed WTO Conference in Seattle in 1999, 

the Cotonou Agreement is the EU’s attempt to prove that the partnership co-operation between 

industrial and developing countries is possible.199 Following the 1998 negotiations for a new 

policy-framework, a number of key objectives were established in the 2000 Cotonou Agreement, 

including the reduction of poverty, increased political dialogue, good governance, regulating 

migration, new WTO compatible trade relations and the reform of instruments. 

 

                                                   
198 Bundesministerium für Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung, Medienhandbuch: 
Entwicklungspolitik 2006/2007 (Berlin: BMZ, Referat Presse und Öffentlichkeitsarbeit, 2006), 411.  
(Original) Am 23. Juni 2000 wurde das Partnerschaftsabkommen in Cotonou/Benin unterzeichnet, 
welches die entwicklungspolitischen, die wirtschaftlichen und die handelspolitischen Beziehungen 
zwischen den AKP-Staaten und der Europäischen Union regelt. Es trat am 1. April 2003 nach Abschluss 
der Ratifikationsverfahren in Kraft und erfasst den Zeitraum von 2000 bis 2020. 
199 Ibid, 155.  
(Original) Damit konnte die EU nach der gescheiterten WTO-Konferenz in Seattle vom Dezember 1999 
zeigen, dass partnerschaftliche Kooperation und Einigung zwischen Industriestaaten und 
Entwicklungsländern möglich ist. 
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In the evolution of sustainable development in EU development policy, the Cotonou Agreement 

is a new step. The objectives for development co-operation by the EU in the ACP highlight the 

intentions and conflicts in the debates surrounding sustainable development. The Cotonou 

Agreement incorporates the objective that is outlined in Article 177(1) of the Treaty establishing 

the European Union. This article provides the legal basis for EU development co-operation and 

outlines as its objectives the reduction and eventual eradication of poverty.200 As Article 1 of the 

Cotonou Agreement determines, the objectives established under this policy-framework are: 

“reducing and eventually eradicating poverty consistent with the objectives of sustainable 

development and the gradual integration of the ACP countries into the world economy.”201  

 

In Article 1 of the Cotonou Agreement the EU outlines three factors surrounding the debate of 

this research: the needs of the poor, sustainability and economic integration. Furthermore, the 

phrasing of the article illustrates the points that are relevant in the discussion of sustainable 

development in EU development policy. Article 1 outlines sustainable development as an 

objective in development policy to achieve the reduction and eradication of poverty. Thus, 

according to the Cotonou Agreement the EU does adopt an approach to development co-

operation that puts the needs of the poor at the centre of attention and uses sustainable 

development as a means to achieve its intentions. According to the article, the EU therefore 

adopts an approach to development in the ACP that is similar to the one outlined by Adams. His 

interpretation of sustainable development has been outlined previously as one that should use the 

needs of the poor as its policy agenda.202 

 

More importantly however, Article 1 makes reference to economic development and thereby 

highlights the conflict of economic-environment integration that consequently arises. The 

objectives of the Cotonou Agreement declare in the same instance that the goal of development 

co-operation is to integrate ACP states into the world economy. Thus, the Agreement adopts an 

economic approach to development assistance and makes economic integration a primary 

objective. In view of that, the Agreement expects this approach will result in the reduction of 

                                                   
200 Council of the European Union, Consolidated Version of the Treaty Establishing the European 
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201 Commission of the European Communities, EU-ACP Partnership Agreement signed in Cotonou on 23 
June 2000, Art. 1. 
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poverty. On the other hand this statement presents the problem of the economy-environment 

conflict that surrounds sustainable development. This conflict is frequently outlined as one of the 

major obstacles in the pursuit of sustainable development.  

 

What is seen in the Cotonou Agreement is that the EU acknowledges the debate that surrounds 

sustainable development and attempts to combine sustainable development and economic 

integration. The Agreement does in many ways address development co-operation in a fashion 

that is outlined in this research as an appropriate approach to sustainable development: one that 

puts the needs of the poor at the centre of the agenda. A number of times, the Agreement declares 

the reduction of poverty as the priority for development and declares sustainable development as 

its approach to doing so. In Article 1, the Cotonou Agreement integrates sustainable development 

and economic integration of ACP states, which addresses the debates surrounding development 

co-operation today. How the EU incorporates these issues is of crucial relevance to how 

successful it is in implementing measures for sustainable development and achieving the 

reduction of poverty in Tonga and PACP.  

 

The major progress that distinguishes Cotonou from the Lomé regime is the new non-preferential 

trade regime and the increased political dimension and political conditionality on ACP states. The 

enlarged political dialogue outlined in the Agreement encompasses matters of democracy, human 

rights, the rule of law, peace and stability progress, as well as global impacts of sustainable 

development and the management of natural resources.203 Article 9 of the Agreement outlines as 

essential elements in development co-operation the focus on human rights, democracy and the 

rule of law. Again, this article states that sustainable development shall be “centred on the human 

person, who is the main protagonist and beneficiary of development.”204  

 

Sustainable development is addressed even further in the same article, which declares 

sustainability as an overarching objective of development co-operation. In addition to the 

political dialogue, Article 9(3) outlines good governance as a fundamental element in 

                                                   
203 Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung, 156. 
(Original) Stärkung des politischen Dialogs; dies schließt Fragen der Demokratisierung, Beachtung der 
Menschenrechte, Rechtsstaatlichkeit, Friedens- und Stabilitätspolitik sowie die großen Probleme mit 
weltweiten Auswirkungen wie Rüstungsausgaben, nachhaltige Entwicklung und Umweltfragen mit ein. 
204 Commission of the European Communities, EU-ACP Partnership Agreement signed in Cotonou 23 
June 2000, Art 9. 
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development co-operation. In that respect, good governance was defined as a fundamental – not 

essential- element of the Agreement, after thorough negotiations by ACP governments.205 

Thereby, it is important to note that good governance is defined as the transparent and 

accountable management of human, natural, economic and financial resources for the purpose of 

sustainable development.206 In that respect the key objectives of the Cotonou Agreement are put 

into a frame that relates them all to sustainable development. The integration of ACP nations into 

the world economy, the increased political dialogue between the ACP and EU and good 

governance are given the purpose of pursuing sustainable development, which suggests that the 

EU understands sustainable development as an overarching concept and is attempting to adopt it 

as its guideline for development co-operation in the ACP.  

 

Cotonou provides new innovations that provide measures for effective sustainable development. 

Cotonou introduces a new approach that allows new mechanisms and parties to be involved in the 

policy-development process. Non-state actors shall be involved in the development process207 

and ACP nations shall determine their development strategies in sovereignty.208 Despite the 

positive sound of the innovation the sovereignty of ACP governments in determining 

development strategies and the demand by the EU for political and good governance may provide 

potential for disagreement and conflict. The principles that shall govern the EU-ACP relations as 

outlined in Article 2 include the equality of partners, the participation of central governments and 

non-state actors, open dialogue and differentiation as well as regionalisation.209 Thereby, the EU 

pays particular interest to the process of regionalisation in order to assist the integration of ACP 

economies into the global market. As an advance from the Lomé Conventions, the differentiation 

process was established to determine the priorities of co-operation according to the level of 

development of the individual ACP countries.210 Together, these principles make an important 

contribution to the political dimension of the Cotonou Agreement and have the potential to 

govern both the national and international behaviours of the EU and the ACP.211  
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While the political dimension in EU-ACP development cooperation relationship is a new 

innovation following the Lomé regime, the previous institutional structure was maintained. Thus, 

the Council of Ministers, the Committee of Ambassadors and the Joint Parliamentary Assembly 

remain in place and continue to form the three cooperative EU-ACP institutions.212 However, 

their co-operation will be subject to regular reviews under the Cotonou regime. The review of the 

Lomé Conventions had also shown a lack of institutional and policy context in the ACP partners. 

Thus, the viability and effectiveness of co-operation had often been undermined. 

 

The major shift in the EU’s policy-framework, however, has occurred in the economic provisions 

of the Cotonou  Agreement. The non-reciprocal trade preferences for ACP countries under Lomé 

had often led to disappointing outcomes and ACP nations had to witness a decline in the share of 

the EU market from 6.7% in 1976 to 3% in 1998.213 Cotonou has introduced a major change to 

the previous non-reciprocal and preferential trade regime. Under Cotonou, the emphasis of trade 

relations between the EU and the ACP is now on reciprocity and compatibility with WTO 

rules.214 Thus, Article 34 of the Agreement states that “economic and trade cooperation shall be 

implemented in full conformity with the provisions of the WTO.”215 The new trade provisions of 

the Agreement are an attempt to qualify Cotonou as a free trade arrangement within the 

implications of Article XXIV(5) of GATT, which implies the compatibility of trade relations 

with WTO norms.216 Thus the EU and ACP are transforming the Cotonou trading scheme into 

Free Trade Areas (FTAs)217 in order to progressively remove trade barriers between the parties, 

which will allow for WTO compatibility.218 

 

Because the new economic regime of Cotonou is such a substantial element of the Agreement, it 

is important to understand the EU as a trading and development partner. In the ACP trade is a 

major part of development policy and the EU-ACP relationship continues to be a trade and aid 

co-operation. In September 2002, it was foreseen for negotiations to commence on Economic 
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Partnership Agreements (EPAs) between the EU and the Regional Economic Communities of the 

ACP countries. Nonetheless, EPAs remain in the process of negotiation. For this process the ACP 

was divided into six regions including the Pacific group as well as the Caribbean, and several 

African groups.219 On 1 January 2008 the EPAs were supposed to replace the existing 

preferences, while improvements in aid mechanisms are intended to expand the access of ACP 

exporters to the European market. The EPAs can however, establish a 12 year transitionary 

period that will last until 2020, the year when Cotonou ends its term. In addition, Article 37(7) of 

the Cotonou Agreement outlines that EPA negotiations will be flexible and contain reviews of the 

rules of origin and the asymmetrical dismantlement of tariffs.220 

 

Critics of the advancing EPA regime fail to see the benefits and contribution it will pay to 

poverty reduction. While on a positive note this progress could result in the liberalisation of ACP 

sub-regions, the enhancement of economic reforms and the improvement in ACP government 

credibility221, critics fear that reciprocal trade liberalisation between developed and developing 

nations can be a threat to poverty reduction and development. Perez concludes that ACP 

exporters, who already enjoy the benefits of near duty free access to the European market, will 

not be able to significantly increase their exports on the liberalised market. However, the shares 

of European exports will largely increase on the ACP market.222 At the centre of the controversy 

therefore, lies the concern over the impact that a liberalised and WTO compatible market would 

have on the countries of the ACP. 

 

The most relevant provision that Cotonou makes to integrate sustainability and environmental 

concerns into development policy is found in Section 4 of the Agreement. The section is titled 

thematic and cross-cutting issues and covers gender issues (Art. 31), environment and natural 

resources (Art. 32) and institutional development and capacity building (Art. 33). According to 

the Agreement, every development programme or strategy that is pursued must take into 

consideration theses three objectives and the effects that programmes may have upon them.223 In 

the context of this research, Article 32 on the environment and natural resources relates directly 
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to the framework of this study. It introduces environmental concerns into development policy for 

ACP countries. Recognising environmental aspects in the Cotonou Agreement makes a 

significant contribution to successfully integrating sustainable development. 

  

 

 

Cooperation on environmental protection and sustainable utilisation and 

management of natural resources shall aim at mainstreaming environmental 

sustainability into all aspects of development cooperation…224 

 

This provision illustrates that in this Agreement, the EU recognises the multi-dimensional 

approach that needs to be adopted in order to achieve sustainable development. Furthermore, it 

highlights that the EU recognises the environmental pillar of sustainable development. In the 

pursuit of poverty reduction it must include the sustainable management of natural resources. In 

labelling environmental management a cross-cutting issue, the Cotonou Agreement requires that 

in development co-operation, the sustainable use of natural resources must be taken into 

consideration in all aspects of development cooperation. Article 32 therefore makes a crucial 

provision to contribute successfully to the sustainable development of ACP countries. The 

economic and social development co-operation that the EU delivers to Tonga must not have 

detrimental effects on the environment and consider the sustainable use of natural resources. In 

the case study is therefore essential to examine the consideration of environmental aspects in the 

development frameworks and fund allocations for Tonga. 

  

The revision of the Cotonou Agreement has made a number of new provisions including the 

further pursuit of achieving the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which relate in 

several ways to sustainable development. In February 2005, the negotiations surrounding the first 

revision of the Cotonou Agreement were concluded and signed in June of that year. The revised 

sections of the Agreement include the political dimension, the strategies for development and the 

investment facilities and procedures.225 The political element of Cotonou was extended in 2005 to 

include a number of additional features. Thus, the fight against terrorism is now legally part of 
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the Cotonou Agreement, as well as the non-distribution of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). 

The role of the International Court of Justice shall be strengthened and supported and increased 

contribution shall be paid to achieving the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). In 

addition, Cotonou now provides that despite the failure of partner countries to comply with the 

political provisions of the Agreements, the development co-operation can now also be 

discontinued in the case of involvement in the distribution of WMDs by partner countries.226  

 

An important contribution in the revised Cotonou Agreement was made to the objectives of 

development strategies. Previously, the focus had been on the management of the HIV/AIDS 

virus in line with the MDGs. This strategy was extended to include all poverty related illnesses, 

especially Malaria and Tuberculosis, which continue to threaten the lives of many people in the 

ACP regions. In the procedures of development co-operation, a number of new objectives have 

been moved to the centre of attention. According to the 2005 Cotonou revision, development 

shall be based on greater flexibility in the distribution of goods, on increased coherency between 

the various regional programmes as well as the improved management of finances during crisis 

and conflict situations.227 

  

 

4.4 The Consensus on Development 

 

A constructivist change of norms is evident in international development co-operation that moves 

towards sustainable development. In the Cotonou Partnership Agreement the first change of 

norms in development policy towards sustainable development can be seen. As outlined 

previously the Agreement pursues sustainability in development co-operation, which highlights a 

constructivist spread of norms. The knowledge and understanding of ecological behaviour, as 
                                                   
226 Ibid, 158. 
227 Ibid, 157. 
(Original) Die erste Revision des Partnerschafts-Abkommens von Cotonou fand 2005 statt. Die 
Verhandlungen dazu wurden im Februar 2005 abgeschlossen; die Unterzeichnung erfolgte im Juni. Die 
Revision bedarf noch der Ratifizierungen. Die revidierten Passagen des Abkommens betreffen die 
Bereiche politische Dimension, Entwicklungsstrategien, die Investitionsfazilität und die Verfahren. Im 
Bereich der politischen Dimension wurde das Abkommen um Klauseln zur  Bekämpfung des Terrorismus, 
zur Nichtverbreitung von Massenvernichtungswaffen, zur Stärkung des Internationalen Strafgerichtshofs 
und zu den Millenniums-Entwicklungszielen ergänzt. Wenn ein Vertragspartner sich an einer Verbreitung 
von Massenvernichtungswaffen beteiligt, können nun ebenfalls die Regelungen zu einer Aussetzung der 
Zusammenarbeit greifen.   
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Haas outlines, has resulted in new patterns of international environmental governance and it can 

be seen in the Cotonou Agreement that the sustainable management of natural resources is now 

and over-arching issue in development policy. The spread of such norms can lead to new interests 

and the change of behaviours.228 While sustainable development remains a disputed concept, it is 

evident that sustainability has spread as a new norm in development co-operation internationally. 

This spread has led to new interests of parties and their intentions are to move towards 

sustainability in international development assistance. 

 

The EU’s response to the changing norms in international development co-operation is the 

Consensus on Development that was jointly signed by the Commission, the EP and the CM in 

2005. After nearly 50 years of European efforts, the European Consensus on Development now 

provides the first joint declaration for development policy that is politically binding for future 

policy-making by the Commission and member states. What makes the Consensus unique is the 

adherence by the EP and the reference it makes to recent international Agreements and 

institutions of development assistance. The Consensus is a crucial element in incorporating 

sustainable development into EU development policy that provides a new bureaucratic platform 

whereby all actors who are signatory to the consensus agree on the new norms for development 

co-operation. According to the constructivist argument outlined in previous chapters, such a 

platform can gain momentum and lead to the internalisation of new norms by actors.229 

 

In a constructivist policy analysis the Consensus on Development provides a unitary bureaucratic 

platform. It is signed jointly by the EP the Council and the Commission and provides a new 

common objective for EU development co-operation at the Union and member-state level: 

 

The Member States and the Community are equally committed to basic principles, 

fundamental values and the development objectives agreed at the multilateral 

level. Our efforts at coordination and harmonisation must contribute to increasing 

aid effectiveness. …the European Consensus on Development provides, for the 
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first time, a common vision that guides the action of the EU, both at its Member 

States and Community levels, in development co-operation. 230 

 

The document is divided into two parts. In “Part I: the EU vision of development”, the 

Consensus outlines the objectives, principles, values, policy coherence, and 

commitments of the common vision for European development cooperation. The 

common vision for development co-operation that the Consensus provides is a statement 

that illustrates how the EU understands the concept of sustainable development and is 

willing to put it into practice.  

 

The primary and overarching objective of EU development cooperation is the 

eradication of poverty in the context of sustainable development, including the 

pursuit of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 231 

  

This objective is similar to that outlined in Article one of the Cotonou Agreement. However, it 

dismisses the economic element of development co-operation. Thus, an important shift in norms 

occurs in the Consensus that puts the emphasis of development policy on sustainable 

development in order to achieve the eradication of poverty.  

 

In the Consensus, the EU shows a thorough understanding of the concept that is similar to the 

approach to sustainable development that is outlined in this research. With reference to the 

established theoretical framework the EU appears to understand sustainability in an appropriate 

manner. Most importantly, the Consensus uses the eradication of poverty to set the agenda for its 

development policy. The needs of the poor have been outlined as the motivation for the research 

question. It is the development that addresses these needs that should be pursued internationally. 

As stated by Adams and confirmed in the Consensus, the eradication of poverty and needs of the 

poor should set the agenda for policy-making.232 
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Moreover, the Consensus outlines sustainable development as a multi-dimensional concept, 

similar to that of “sustainable societies”. Overton summarises his interpretation of sustainable 

development as a combination of elements, whereby a sustainable society uses natural resources 

to improve social and economic wellbeing without compromising the environment.233 Such an 

approach has been identified as an appropriate interpretation of sustainable development and can 

be found to a certain extent in the Consensus on Development: 

  

We reaffirm that development is a central goal by itself; and that sustainable 

development includes good governance, human rights and political, economic, 

social and environmental aspects. 234 

 

The Consensus is a significant step towards fully integrating sustainable development and 

accepting it as a new norm in development co-operation. It addresses many of the issues that are 

surrounding the debate of sustainability in international development co-operation and provides 

new guidelines for EU policy-making. The Consensus does not address specifically the economy-

environment conflict that is outlined in this research as a crucial factor in the successful 

implementation of sustainable development. It does however address issues of environmental 

protection, quality of life and futurity, which are core elements to implementing sustainability.235 

Thus, the Consensus provides new moral norms and guidelines in the process of changing 

interests and behaviour in development co-operation. 

 

In “Part II: The European Community development policy”, the Consensus outlines how the 

objectives of the first section are to be operationalised at Community level.236 The Part II section 

of the European Consensus on Development highlights the advantages of a joint declaration 

between the CM237, the EP and the Commission, which is primarily the move towards policy 

coherence, which has the potential to pay an important contribution to the policies of various 

actors as well as the coherence of various policies and their impacts on social and physical 

environments. Further advantages include the global presence of the Community, the ability to 
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harmonise and co-ordinate development policy and the growing role of democratisation and civil 

society in the development process.  

 

 

4.5 Mainstreaming the Environment and Sustainability into EU Development Policy 

 

Other contributions to the successful pursuit of sustainable development through EU 

development policy have been made by the attempts to mainstream environmental and 

sustainability concerns. Mainstreaming is an important process in implementing adequate 

measures for sustainable development in EU development policy. Article 20(2) of the Cotonou 

Agreement declares that the cross-cutting issues of gender equality, environmental issues and 

institutional capacity shall be mainstreamed into all development efforts.238 This process allows 

new bureaucratic practices to be established, which may further contribute to the sustainable 

development of Tonga and the PACP. The number of Commission Papers on mainstreaming 

sustainability and environmental issues into EC development co-operation highlight clearly that 

these norms are progressively more integrated into EU development policy. The process of 

mainstreaming indicates the Union’s understanding of the problems surrounding sustainable 

development. Particular attention is paid to the conflict of integrating economic growth and 

environmental management. This conflict is prominent in the debates surrounding the concept of 

sustainable development. Addressing the issue is an important step in EU development policy to 

successfully contributing to the sustainable development of ACP countries. As a significant 

contribution to the successful implementation of measures for sustainable development the 

Commission Papers provide operational guidelines that address the issue. The process of 

mainstreaming as well as the recently signed Consensus on Development thus provide new 

mechanisms that may effectively assist the implementation of sustainable development in ACP 

countries including Tonga. 

 

A significant development in integrating sustainability and environmental management into EU 

development policy is the notion of mainstreaming. Article 20(2) of the Cotonou Agreement 

introduces the principle of mainstreaming to the cross-cutting issues of the Agreement: 
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Systematic account shall be taken in mainstreaming into all areas of cooperation 

the following thematic or cross-cutting themes: gender issues, environmental 

issues and institutional development and capacity building.239 

 

Under Cotonou, these objectives must be considered in all development programmes and 

strategies.240 Elgström’s study of the mainstreaming of gender issues in EU development policy 

makes an important contribution to this research. From a constructivist perspective, the process of 

mainstreaming allows establishing new bureaucratic practices and their internalisation by 

actors.241 In addition to the Consensus on Development, the process of mainstreaming highlights 

the EU’s attempt to fully integrate sustainable development as a new norm of development 

policy. According to constructivist theory, the emphasis in mainstreaming is on the role of 

agency where moral inspirations can lead to a spread of norms that may result in the change of 

behaviours.242  

 

A number of EU documents on the process of mainstreaming sustainable development into 

economic and development co-operation highlight very clearly the moral inspirations that are 

intended to change norms and interests in EU development policy. Furthermore, they provide the 

guidelines on how to put sustainability and environmental management into policy and practice. 

The Commission Staff working paper on “integrating the environment into EC economic and 

development co-operation” outlines that:  

 

a healthy environment is fundamental to the quality of life of current and future 

generations. (…) This means not only that specific environmental initiatives should 

be supported but also that environmental aspects should be integrated into all 

existing instruments and programmes. 243  
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This statement addresses the issue that is raised by Adams, which argues that poverty is as much 

a cause as an effect of environmental degradation. It incorporates the ideas of sustainable 

development and acknowledges that a healthy environment is essential to the quality of life. This 

statement recognises that sustainability is an overarching concept that needs to be incorporated 

into all aspects of development policy and marks the importance of policy compatibility. In the 

struggle of combining economic and environmental development sustainably, policy 

compatibility becomes a crucial factor and is marked as criteria for the successful implementation 

of sustainable development. 

 

Knowledge plays an important role in the policy-making process.244 That is a driving idea in 

constructivist policy analysis. In November 2000, the Commission and Council of Ministers 

endorsed a Development Policy Declaration that outlines six themes of priority in development 

co-operation: Trade and development, regional integration and co-operation, support to macro-

economic policies linked to social sector programmes, transport, sustainable rural development 

and the rule of law.245 In the mainstreaming process, the EU appears to understand the scope of 

sustainability in development that is truly overarching. Among the six thematic priorities it is 

declared that the environment is a cross-cutting issue that needs to be integrated into all themes in 

order to make development sustainable.246 The knowledge that sustainability needs to be 

incorporated into all aspects of development is crucial in the pursuit of sustainable development. 

In mainstreaming environmental aspects and sustainability into development policy, the EU 

incorporates this knowledge. 

 

The constructivist rise of new norms in EU development policy is clearly evident in the Cotonou 

Agreement and the Consensus on Development. According to Elgström, new norms can lead to 

new practices. The process of mainstreaming highlights how the EU attempts to turn sustainable 

development into practice.247 This process is therefore crucial in the successful pursuit of 

sustainable development in ACP countries. The Cotonou Agreement outlines as its objective the 
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integration of ACP states into the global economy, yet, the economic objective is accompanied 

by the aim of eradicating poverty in line with sustainable development. The Cotonou Agreement 

puts sustainable development into an economic context. In doing so it addresses the conflict of 

economy-environment integration. The process of mainstreaming is vital in this conflict as it 

serves to integrate sustainable environmental management into economic and development co-

operation policies. 

 

Article 12 of the Cotonou Agreement provides the legal obligation for policy coherence by the 

Community.248 Most important to the context of this research is therefore the Commission Staff 

Working Paper on “integrating the environment into EC economic and development 

cooperation”. The paper dedicates section 4.4 to “Coherence with Other EC Policies”. This 

section attends directly to the issue of policy complementarity and is crucial to the economy-

environment conflict in sustainable development. The first point of the section is avoiding 

negative environmental and other impacts of EC policies on developing countries. Hence, the 

Commission is obligated to try to ensure that negative economic, social and environmental 

effects of EC policies are avoided.249 The Paper also provides a number of operational guidelines 

for the successful integration of sustainability into EU development co-operation, which further 

highlights the attempt to effectively practice sustainable development co-operation. 

  

The attempts of mainstreaming sustainable development by the EU highlight that the Union does 

understand the conflicts surrounding the concept and tries to address them. The mild ecological 

approach to sustainable development has been outlined as an appropriate measure to achieving 

sustainability in development co-operation. This method raises particular attention to the conflict 

of integrating economic and environmental issues in development policy. In the points raised 

above, it is evident that the EU understands this conflict and raises particular attention to policy 

coherence. Furthermore, it provides specific operational guidelines on how to pursue sustainable 

development. In theory therefore, the EU has a good understanding of the concept of sustainable 

development and how to effectively integrate it into development policy. Whether the EU is 
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equally successful in implementing sustainable development in the PACP and Tonga, determines 

whether the EU does in fact contribute to the sustainable development of the country. 

 

 

4.5 The Regional Framework for EU-PACP Co-operation 

 

To effectively answer the research question it is important to investigate what EU development 

policies operate in the PACP. The Cotonou Agreement provides new mechanism for the 

successful pursuit of sustainable development in Pacific Island countries. After establishing how 

sustainable development provides new norms in EU development policy, this research intends to 

investigate how effectively the EU addresses the sustainable development of Pacific Islands. Part 

II of the Agreement makes the provision to allow other parties to be involved in the policy-

making process. Non-state actors shall be involved and nations shall determine their development 

strategies in sovereignty.250 After establishing a framework for sustainable development from a 

Pacific perspective, this mechanism provides the basis for adopting policies that integrate and 

address the framework directly. Such an approach provides a basis for appropriate strategies for 

sustainable development that evolve around local knowledge and needs. Local knowledge can 

make a significant contribution to effectively identifying and addressing measures for 

sustainability. In that respect, the Cotonou Agreement creates a policy-framework that provides 

for the integration of national strategies and local expertise. 

 

Primary research in Fiji however has revealed that regional proposals are not necessarily taken 

into account by the EU policy-making process. It was found that during recent EPA negotiations 

the regional proposals were dismissed entirely by the EU. An interview with the civil society 

organisation PANG revealed that the local agenda for regional development was entirely 

dismissed during EPA negotiations in the PACP. Pacific representatives had followed democratic 

process to constitute innovative proposals for EPA negotiations. The proposals represented 

Pacific interests and were WTO compatible. Their intentions had been to establish a pro-

development relationship rather than a pure free trade agreement.251 However, the EU showed no 
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interest in the proposal and dismissed the Pacific input into EPA negotiations.252 While the 

process of EPA negotiations does not relate directly to this study, this finding has a number of 

implications in this research. 

 

The Cotonou Agreement makes a number of innovations towards the successful pursuit of 

sustainable development. However, the problem of policy coherency often causes a conflict in 

adopted measures. The dismissal of Pacific input into the negotiations of EPAs signifies that the 

Cotonou Agreement does not necessarily provide appropriate measures for states to design their 

development strategies in sovereignty. As a consequence, the Cotonou Agreement does not 

guarantee that future negotiations of regional and national development strategies will take into 

consideration the local expertise. This can be a major obstacle to the successful sustainable 

development of the region.  

 

The result of such inconsistencies has been that the EU is perceived variously throughout Pacific 

elites. As a development actor and trading partner, the EU has had many implications in the 

PACP. The impacts on the perceptions of the EU have been numerous. It was found in elite 

interviews in Fiji that the EU was described as a neo-colonial power253 on one side by the heads 

of civil society organisation PANG. On the other side it was perceived as a representative of 

motherhood by the head of civil society organisation PIANGO.254 The main difference between 

the two organisations is that PANG operates through independent funding while PIANGO is in 

the process of applying for funds from the EU. This type of relationship was summarised by an 

anonymous interviewee from the PIF who expressed that “it’s about money”.255 The EU has 

spent € 95 million over six years, which makes it the most important player in the Pacific 

followed closely by Australia. As long as these finances run into the region, the EU-PACP 

relations remain good with a general attitude of “money changes everything”.256 It is thus evident 

that the EU-PACP relationship is a predominantly financial one. In that respect, it becomes 

crucial to analyse the allocation of funds as well as the policy for development co-operation 

between the EU and Tonga. 
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The EU predominantly delivers development assistance in form of funds. In light of the financial 

relationship of development co-operation between the EU and PACP, the EDF presents an 

adequate factor for measuring how the Union contributes towards the sustainable development of 

Tonga. It was decided in 2005 by the European Council that the EDF shall remain the primary 

source of co-operation funding for ACP countries.257 It has been established that the problem of 

policy coherency can lead to inconsistencies in the implementation of EU development policies. 

It is therefore necessary to investigate the policies as well as the allocation of funds from the EU 

in Tonga. The CSPs for Tonga provide the objectives for development co-operation. They outline 

the development policies in place and are important in analysing how sustainable development is 

providing new norms for development policy. The NIPs outline the allocation of funds within 

each EDF five-year time period. The NIPs are therefore necessary in analysing how effectively 

the development policy is implemented. This analysis provides new perspectives on how 

effectively the norms of sustainable development are turning into practice. 

 

The case study is placed within a regional context of EU-PACP co-operation. The objectives that 

were outlined by the EU in the Pacific RSP of EDF nine were the regional economic integration 

and the development of human resources and the fisheries sector.258 Moreover, the RSP stated 

that the guiding principles for development co-operation were in accordance with Article 177 of 

the Treaty establishing the EC, which are confirmed in the Cotonou Agreement. The process of 

regional integration is intended to assist the achievement of several objectives: the gradual 

integration of ACP states into the world economy; accelerated economic cooperation within and 

between regions; the free movement of goods and services; the diversification of ACP states; the 

harmonisation of regional and sub-regional co-operation policies; and expanding inter and intra-

ACP trade.259  

 

The focus of the EU-PACP regional relationship as it was established in the RSP of EDF nine is 

predominantly economic. In line with the EPA negotiations, the focus of regional co-operation 
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was on the economic integration of the PACP. The objective of integrating the ACP into the 

world economy is stated in Article 1 of the Cotonou Agreement; however, the strategy does little 

to integrate sustainable development into co-operation efforts. The three pillars of sustainable 

development are addressed unequally in the RSP and RIP. The focal sectors of the RIP address 

primarily the economic pillar. The first sector for fund allocations focuses on the regional 

economic integration and trade support. The subsequent focal sector, human resource 

development, addresses the social pillar of development with a focus on providing enhanced 

basic education.260 The third sector of the RIP is fisheries development. In the focal sectors for 

development co-operation, the RIP addresses the economic and social sectors of development. 

However, sustainable development is not stated directly as a target in the regional EU co-

operation with PACP countries and the environmental pillar of sustainable development is not 

directly addressed in the regional development framework between 2002 and 2007. 

 

The policy framework of regional co-operation between the EU and PACP during EDF nine does 

little to integrate the norm of sustainable development. The policy does adopt sustainability as a 

direct objective. Nevertheless, the RIP did additionally fund a number of projects concerned with 

the environmental management of the region. Financial assistance was granted to a number of 

projects including the Development of Sustainable Agriculture (DSAP), the Plant Protection 

Programme (PPP), and the Pacific Environmental Information Network (PEIN).261 It is therefore 

evident in the regional co-operation between the EU and PACP, that to some extent each of the 

three pillars of sustainable development were addressed through EDF funding. However, the 

economic development of the region has been the main objective in the development framework 

and the pillars of sustainable development were unequally addressed. The focus on the economic 

development and integration of the PACP may have been largely due to the occurring EPA 

negotiations of the time. Nonetheless, the RSP and RIP did not provide an adequate framework 

for the successful integration and pursuit of sustainable development in the PACP region. 
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4.6 EU Co-operation in Tonga 

 

After establishing the EU development policy framework for the PACP, the case study provides a 

specific example of EU development co-operation in the Pacific Islands country Tonga. This case 

study analyses in detail the funds the EU provides under the ninth and tenth EDF. The 

comparison of the two allows for an analysis of the progression of the EU development 

framework for the country. This longitudinal approach is particularly relevant in the 

constructivist analysis of EU development policy. As established in the theoretical framework of 

this research, the constructivist idea of mainstreaming sustainable development can lead to new 

norms in development policy. It is the aim of this case study to examine whether such a process is 

evident in EU development policy in Tonga. The analysis of the two EDFs between 2002 and 

2013 shows how effectively sustainable development is becoming a new norm in EU 

development policy and co-operation. 

 

The national Country Strategy Papers (CSP) and Indicative Programmes (CIP) for Tonga show 

what objectives the EU pursues in bilateral development policies of EDF finances. The limited 

scope of this research requires the specified analysis that is provided in this case study. The focus 

is the bilateral relation between the EU and Tonga as a representative of PACP countries. The 

RIP that is outlined above shows the regional framework between 2002 and 2007 for 

development co-operation between the EU and PACP. This framework is based largely on the 

objective of economic integration of PACP countries. However, the detailed analysis of EU co-

operation in Tonga between EDF nine and ten provides the necessary information to address the 

research question adequately. The analysis focuses primarily on the development objectives the 

EDF provides and  the fund allocations in the given time periods. This allows for a detailed 

investigation of the EU development co-operation in Tonga, as provided for in the Cotonou 

Agreement. The results of this case study show how effectively the EU integrates measures for 

sustainable development into the bilateral framework for co-operation with Tonga and how it 

implements such measures in practice. The results therefore provide new perspectives on how 

successfully the EU contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga. 

 

The CSP and NIP set the agenda for development co-operation for each five-year EDF 

timeframe. These frameworks are designed for all ACP countries in accordance with the Cotonou 
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Agreement.262 Hence, they are co-authored by EU and ACP authorities to determine the broad 

social, political and economic context for development co-operation.263 The CSP assesses the 

past and present levels of EC co-operation in the country and suggests appropriate response 

strategies. The NIP then outlines in detail the distribution of funds and their allocations in the 

various focus sectors.264 Within EDF nine and ten the two Strategy Papers show many 

similarities, yet a number of distinctions are found that contribute to the progress of successfully 

integrating sustainable development into the co-operation framework between the EU and Tonga. 

 

European Development Fund 9 

 

Similar to the regional framework of EDF nine, the CSP does little to integrate sustainable 

development into its policy framework. The objectives of EDF nine are based on Article 177 of 

the Treaty establishing the EC and Article 1 of the Cotonou Agreement. Furthermore, the CSP 

outlines a number of focus areas for EU development co-operation in Tonga. These areas are 

concerned primarily with the economic development of the country: the link between trade and 

development, regional integration; support for macro-economic policies; transport; food security 

and sustainable rural development; institutional capacity; good governance and the rule of law.265 

The objectives for EC co-operation in Tonga do not however, dismiss the cross-cutting thematic 

issues provided in Article 20 of the Cotonou Agreement. The mainstreaming of gender equality, 

environmental management and institutional capacity building are part of the agenda of EU 

development co-operation under EDF nine.266 

 

The response strategy for EU co-operation that the CSP of EDF nine adopts is based on the social 

sector of development. The strategy does not support the macroeconomic development of the 

country and focuses entirely on investments in the social sector including education, health and 

public utilities. The objective of social sector investments however, is to create a favourable 
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environment for private sector economic development. The focus for EU co-operation remained 

in the Vava’u group of islands.267 As medium term challenges the CSP identified that Tonga 

needs to boost its economy through growth and integration. This would lead to further 

improvements in the quality of life for the Tongan population.268 In this framework the EU 

adopts the belief that social sector development will result in economic growth, which will 

improve living standards and assist the eradication of poverty. 269 This approach to development 

incorporates two pillars of sustainable development: addressing the social pillar would lead to 

improvements of the economic pillar. In the objectives for future co-operation the response 

strategy declares “it is understood that cross-cutting themes (such as gender issues, environment 

protection, institution building) will be taken into consideration…”270 The CSP therefore 

addresses the social and economic pillars directly and recognises the need to consider 

environmental concerns according the Article 20 of the Cotonou Agreement. 

 

The funds within EDF nine were allocated exclusively to the social sector development of Tonga. 

The Cotonou Agreement outlines in Annex IV that the allocation of resources comprises two 

elements. Envelope A, the first element, covers programmes in the support of focal and non-focal 

areas of community assistance, macroeconomic support and social policies. The second element, 

envelope B, covers unforeseen needs such as emergency assistance.271 The NIP allocated a total 

of € 3.7 million in the A-envelope and € 2 million in the B-envelope as outlined in Annex IV of 

the Cotonou Agreement. The A-allocation of funds was designated entirely to the social sector 

development of the Vava’u group. Importantly, the NIP did not foresee any direct 

macroeconomic support nor was it concerned with the environmental management of the country. 

The objective of the A-envelope funds was to improve life in Tonga through improved basic 

social services. The intervention programme of the NIP outlined the expected results to be fully 

operational schools, repaired and well equipped health facilities and the well-organised collection 

and disposal of solid waste.272  
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Consequently, the allocation of funds had implications on the economic and environmental 

sectors of Tonga’s development. Despite the direct funding of the social sector, the EDF funds 

affected the economic and environmental development of the country too. It was outlined in the 

CSP that social sector development was necessary to improve Tonga’s environment for private 

sector investments. Such investments would improve Tonga’s economic development. The social 

sector would therefore enable economic growth. The problems of pollution and waste disposal 

have been outlined previously as two of Tonga’s major challenges in environmental management. 

Assisting the disposal and treatment of solid waste addresses the social sector in Tonga by 

alleviating health risks through pollution and disease. Additionally, it addresses environmental 

concerns and contributes to the adequate management of Tonga’s environment. While the 

framework that the NIP established was based purely on the social sector of development, its 

implications were addressing economic and environmental concerns accordingly. 

 

Similar to the regional framework of EDF 9, the CSP and NIP did little to incorporate sustainable 

development into the objectives for development co-operation. However, rather than focusing on 

the economic development of Tonga, the bilateral framework established objectives for the social 

development of the country. The response strategy of EDF nine for Tonga relates directly to the 

social pillar of concerns that is established in the regional framework for sustainable 

development. EDF nine has funded the development of Tonga’s education and health systems, 

which are necessary elements in the sustainable development of the Pacific region. The 

environmental pillar was also directly addressed in the CIP through waste management. 

Economic growth was addressed indirectly as one of the targets of the development framework. 

The CSP and CIP of EDF nine therefore address a number of measures that are established in the 

regional framework of Pacific requirements for sustainability.  

 

A number of the national strategies for sustainable development are also addressed in EDF nine. 

The Strategic Development Plan 8 adopts an approach that is based on human welfare and a 

better quality of life for all Tongans.273 This approach is met by the CIP, which adopts as its 

overall objective the “improved quality of life in Tonga (Vava’u)”.274 In accordance with the 
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targets set out in Tonga’s Development Plan, EDF nine addresses three of its objectives directly. 

The Plan outlines as its goal the promotion of sustained private-sector led economic growth.275 

This target is outlined in the CSP as the intention of social development. Additionally, Tonga’s 

Strategy Plan identifies education and health standards as requirements for sustainable 

development. In line with the regional framework for sustainability these social sector strategies 

were financed through envelope A. The CSP and CIP of EDF nine have therefore addressed the 

social and environmental pillar of sustainable development directly, with the ambition of 

achieving economic development. 

 

European Development Fund 10 

 

The tenth EDF between 2008 and 2013 appears to make a number of contributions towards the 

successful integration of sustainable development into the EU co-operation framework for Tonga. 

EDF ten allocates a total of € 22.7 billion to ACP countries during that period. Importantly, the 

programming guidelines for EDF ten have been prepared on the basis of the 2005 Conensus on 

Development.276 As its objectives, the Tonga CSP outlines the  

 

development of a common strategic approach to poverty reduction, consistent with 

the objectives of sustainable development and the gradual integration of ACP states 

into the world economy.277  

 

This objective is in line with Article 177 of the Treaty establishing the EC and Article 1 of the 

Cotonou Agreement. Importantly, the CSP re-enforces the ownership of development strategies 

by Tonga and its people.278 Contradictory to the dismissal of Pacific proposals during EPA 

negotiations, EDF ten emphasises the input of local initiatives, which provides new prospects for 

sustainable development in Tonga. Additional to the objectives of the previous CSP, EDF ten 

adopts in its strategy for Tonga the policy framework that is established in the European 
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Consensus on Development. Therefore, the primary and overarching objective of EU 

development policy in Tonga is now the “eradication of poverty in the context of sustainable 

development”.279 

 

EDF ten chooses a number of focus areas in which it has a comparative advantage to other 

development agencies. The areas in which the Community intends to be involved include: “trade 

and regionalisation; the environment and sustainable management of natural resources; 

infrastructure; agriculture and food security; governance, democracy, human rights and support 

for economic and institutional reforms; conflict prevention and fragile states; human 

development; social cohesion an employment”.280 The objectives that the CSP outlines also 

address the strengthened mainstreaming of cross-cutting issues, including good governance, 

gender equality, environmental sustainability, and the fight against HIV/AIDS.281 The objectives 

that the CSP of EDF ten outlines address the concept of sustainability on a number of levels and 

make a major contribution to successfully integrating the concept into the co-operation 

framework between the EU and Tonga. This highlights new developments from EDF nine and 

appears to provide new agendas for development co-operation with a focus on sustainable 

development. 

 

The response strategy that the EDF ten CSP delivers highlights further the integration and 

growing focus on sustainable development in EU co-operation with Tonga. A shift in response 

strategies is evident between EDF nine and ten, whereby the focus has moved from the social 

pillar to natural resource concerns. The CSP addresses Tonga’s Strategic Development Plan 8 

directly and outlines that future co-operation shall take into consideration the provision of water 

and sanitation, the management of solid waste, coastal protection as well as ecologically 

sustainable tourism and renewable energy. The response strategy addresses goal seven of Tonga’s 

SDP 8, which is to ensure environmental sustainability and disaster risk management. In that 

order, the CSP intends to foster the use of renewable forms of energy and safe access to drinking 

water.282  
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The objectives of the CSP incorporate a number of EU development frameworks. Despite the 

reference to the Consensus on Development the CSP addresses a new strategy for the 

strengthened partnership between the EU and PACP. In 2006 the Council adopted the 

Communication by the European Commission on “EU Relations with the Pacific Islands: A 

Strategy for a Strengthened Partnership”. This Communication sets out further objectives in EU 

relations with PACP countries. The targets of the strategy include broader political dialogues, a 

central theme of development co-operation that relates to the sustainable management of natural 

resources, and more efficient aid delivery.283 These themes integrate and strengthen the concept 

of sustainable development in EU development co-operation with Tonga. Most importantly, these 

objectives adopt and environmental focus, which provides a basis for the adequate integration of 

environmental concerns in the pursuit of sustainable development in Tonga. 

 

The NIP for Tonga adopts a focus on the sustainable environmental management of the country. 

This is particularly relevant to the environmental perspective on sustainable development that is 

adopted in this research. The A-envelope allocates € 5 million to the focal sector of water and 

energy. The objectives of this sector are to develop access and use of renewable energy resources 

and improving the policy framework of the energy sector.284 The B-envelope of € 900,000 will 

cover unforeseen needs. For the successful implementation of the response strategy, the NIP 

requires the Tongan government to reform the overall management of the energy sector in order 

to balance the supply and conservation of energy resources. Furthermore, the Government of 

Tonga is required to promote the integration of sustainable development into its development 

policies.285 It is evident in the NIP that the policy framework for Tonga moves strongly towards 

integrating sustainable development and requiring both parties to do so in order to address the 

environmental pillar of development effectively. 

 

A number of the concerns of sustainable development in the regional Pacific and national 

framework for sustainability are addressed directly in the CSP. The strategies for effective 

environmental development that are established in the regional framework for sustainability are 

concerned with the protection of natural resources, the improved institutional capacity and the 
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mainstreaming of conservation issues. The CSP addresses these issues directly. The focus on 

renewable energy intends to decrease the pollution levels from greenhouse gas emissions. It 

intends also to decrease the risk of environmental pollution from oil transports, which the country 

heavily relies on.286 The response strategy of the CSP addresses the need for improved 

institutional capacity by offering technical support to the government of Tonga for strengthening 

its institutional capacity and reforming the management of its energy sector.287 More specifically, 

the NIP adopts the targets of Tonga’s SDP 8 in its own objectives. Goal seven of the SDP is to 

“ensure environmental sustainability and disaster risk reduction”.288 The CSP thus addresses 

directly the environmental requirement for sustainable development that is established in Tonga’s 

SDP 8. 

 

The NIP for Tonga has a number of impacts on the social and economic pillars of development 

too. The intervention framework of the NIP has the overall objective to improve social and 

economic development and to provide sustainable living conditions for Tongans.289 The purpose 

of its programme is to provide renewable energy that is cost-effective and to promote the efficient 

use of energy sources. The results will be lower electricity costs, a cleaner environment and 

increased public awareness of energy efficiency.290 With these objectives, the NIP addresses 

directly the environmental pillar of sustainable development. Furthermore, the strategies target 

increased participation at the community level as well as education and training programmes. 

Both of these aspects are elements of the social pillar of the regional framework for sustainable 

development. Economic development and macro-economic support remain excluded from the 

NIP. The impacts of environmental and social development however, can provide an adequate 

basis for economic growth and development. 

 

In EDF ten the EU acknowledges its international interest and leadership in the sustainable 

management of natural resources. The environmental perspective of EDF ten should not be 

limited to Tonga. According to the CSP, the concerns of environmental management contribute 

also to the EU’s regional assistance in the PACP. The Union identifies three rationales, which 
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highlight that environmental management is strategically important throughout the Pacific and 

presents common interests in the PACP and the EU. Furthermore, environmental management is 

an area of European expertise.291 It is therefore evident that the co-operation framework of EDF 

ten is making a major contribution towards integrating sustainable development into the 

framework of development policy. The EU understands itself as a leading actor in the 

management of global environmental resources. Therefore, the common interests of natural 

resource management can apply to the regional and national co-operation frameworks. The 

implications of EDF ten in Tonga therefore have a wider impact and provide new prospects in the 

national and regional development co-operation by the EU. These prospects are discussed in 

detail in the following chapter. 
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DOES THE EU CONTRIBUTE TO THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

OF TONGA AND THE PACP? 
 

 

-Chapter 5- 

 

 

5.1 Introduction and Chapter Outline 

 

The analysis of EU development co-operation in Tonga between EDF nine and ten provides a 

number of results that are relevant in the discussion of this research. Chapter five summarises the 

findings of this research and discusses them in the established theoretical context. Relating 

political theory to the particular case allows a thorough understanding of the implications of the 

results. The concept of sustainable development is increasingly evident as a new norm for EU 

development policy in an international, regional and bilateral context. However, the consequent 

change in practices is not yet fully evident.  

 

Each of the subquestions is addressed below. Chapter five begins by outlining an operational 

concept of sustainable development and announcing why it should be pursued. The chapter then 

moves on to outline the agenda for sustainable development in a Pacific context. Consequently, it 

discusses the EU’s role in the sustainable development of the Pacific Islands with particular 

reference to the case of Tonga. The results of these discussions lead to the research question: does 

the EU contribute to the sustainable development of Tonga? A constructivist discussion and a 

cosmopolitan perspective provide new answers that highlight the contrast between theory and 

practice of EU development policy. Finally, a number of recommendations are made for future 

research and the future of EU policy-making and implementation. 
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5.2 Discussion 

 

Why sustainable development? 

 

“Sustainable development is the development that meets the needs of the present generations 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”292 In the past 

thirty years this objective has been firmly established in the international political arena for 

development, despite the numerous interpretations of this definition. The concept of sustainability 

is overarching and future oriented and sets the agenda for international development co-operation 

since the UNDP Rio Declaration on Environment and Development of 1992. With the EU-ACP 

Cotonou Partnership Agreement and the Consensus on Development 2005, sustainable 

development is increasingly manifest in EU development policy. As a major obstacle to the 

successful pursuit of sustainable development it has been identified that the concept provides a 

lot of room for interpretation as well as political and academic debate. This research therefore 

emphasises the need for a precise account of sustainable development to create a functional 

concept. 

 

With the correct agenda, sustainable development provides an adequate mode of development 

that addresses the international concerns of resource depletion, climate variability and the 

growing levels of poverty internationally. Rather than a discrepancy, the contestation over the 

concept has been identified as the continuous struggle over the economic, social and 

environmental direction of development.293 This level of contestation provides the necessary 

room for improvements in international development policy. The agenda for sustainable 

development that is adopted in this research has been derived from Adams, according to whom 

the needs of the poor should set the agenda for development policy.294 This notion is confirmed in 

the objectives of the Consensus on Development to eradicate poverty in the context of sustainable 

development.295 This research adopts Adam’s notion that the needs of the poor and the 

improvement of human welfare in Tonga and the PACP must set the agenda for development co-
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operation from the EU. This agenda provides an overarching objective of sustainable 

development. 

 

The perspective from which the development co-operation framework between the EU and 

Tonga is analysed adopts a focus on the element of environmental management. It is 

acknowledged that true sustainable development entails several aspects. However, the scope of 

this research has led to the decision to adopt and environmental focus. Integrating environmental 

concerns into economic development is often the most challenging part of sustainable 

development, which contributes largely to adopting an environmental focus. The method is based 

on the ideas of the mild ecological approach to sustainable development. It involves the 

appropriate management of global environmental resources in order to increase productivity and 

meet basic human needs.296 While EU development policy acknowledges that the westernised 

mode of development is necessary297, this process should not have irreversible impacts on the 

environment in order to provide for future generations to enjoy the same privilege.298  

 

For the successful pursuit of sustainable development it is necessary to establish an operational 

concept. Jacobs has identified six core elements to successfully operationalise and implement 

sustainable development: environment-economy integration; futurity; environmental protection; 

equity; quality of life; and participation. These elements establish a set of measurable criteria for 

the successful integration of sustainable development into EU development policy. In accordance 

with the mild ecological approach, these criteria adopt an environmental focus. The overarching 

objective of sustainable development remains to adequately address the needs of the poor and 

improve human well-being. The focus for measuring sustainable development in this research is 

on the environmental aspects of development co-operation between Tonga and the EU. It has 

been found that increasingly, EU development policy integrates the concept of sustainability into 

co-operation frameworks. The given elements establish a set of criteria for measuring the 

successful incorporation of sustainable development in EU development policy. 
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The Pacific agenda for sustainable development 

 

The agenda for sustainable development from the academic background has been broadened to 

establish a framework that is specific for the Pacific region. To successfully answer the research 

question it is necessary to establish the particular requirements for sustainable development from 

a Pacific perspective. This provides an adequate context for the case study Tonga. It is found that 

the approach to sustainable development by Pacific leaders also adopts a human welfare agenda. 

The goal of sustainable development that is pursued in the Pacific is to reduce poverty.299 

Thereby, it addresses three pillars in sustainable development: the economic, the social, and the 

environmental pillar.300 Each of these elements needs to be addressed adequately and accordingly 

to achieve sustainable development. The framework that is established in this research identifies 

the common measures for each of the pillars and focuses on the environmental requirements for 

sustainable development in the Pacific. 

 

The results show the various aspects that have commonly been identified as necessary measures 

within the three pillars of sustainable development. The economic strategies for sustainable 

development in Pacific island countries require improved trade and investment, effective 

infrastructure and private sector development.301 The PIF Pacific Plan also outlines the regional 

integration and co-operation as a strategy for economic development.302 The social pillar requires 

improved standards of the health and education systems, the advance of gender equality and the 

fostering of community participation.303 The environmental strategies for sustainable 

development in the Pacific seek to manage the natural environment adequately through the 

sustainable use of natural resources and mainstreaming environmental concerns into development 

progress.304 The last pillar is particularly relevant to the environmental focus of this research. 

 

The Pacific environmental framework for sustainable development emphasises the concerns of 

natural resource management and conservation of the region. It is found that Pacific islands are 
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characterised by a number of commonalities that distinguish small islands from other nations in 

the pursuit of sustainable development. Tonga is a primary example of a Pacific Islands nation 

that is characterised by its small size, its remoteness from other major production centres, a high 

degree of dependency and great ecological vulnerability.305 The case study therefore provides an 

analysis of EU development co-operation in a Pacific context. Tonga shares a number of common 

concerns of Pacific sustainability that are established in the regional framework. This frame 

provides the adequate context for the case study that is necessary for the detailed and specified 

analysis of EU development policy within the scope of this research. 

 

The objective for environmental management in the Pacific region is to protect natural resources 

in order to provide a base for social and economic development.306 In order to do so, the region 

requires an improvement of its institutional capacity and coordination as well as the integration 

and mainstreaming of environmental issues. The Pacific agenda adopts an overarching human-

welfare approach that has been adopted from Adams in this research. Furthermore, the Pacific 

framework for sustainable development takes into account a number of the core elements that 

Jacobs outlines. In regard to integrating economic and environmental development Jacobs 

stresses the need to mainstream conservation concerns. This measure takes environmental 

protection into account. Moreover, the Pacific framework seeks the increased participation by the 

community and other non-state organisations. This is outlined by Jacobs as another core element 

to the successful pursuit of sustainable development.307 Integrating economic and environmental 

development, mainstreaming conservation concerns and increasing community participation are 

therefore the central objectives in the environmental pillar of sustainable development in the 

Pacific. This regional framework sets the agenda that EU development policy needs to address in 

order to successfully contribute to the sustainable development of the PACP and Tonga. 

 

The Pacific framework for sustainable development provides an adequate context for the analysis 

of the case study. Tong shares many common characteristics of small Pacific Island countries. 

Moreover, the country shares several of the common concerns of sustainability in the region. It is 

found that increasingly the notion of sustainable development is evident in the national agenda 

for development. Tonga’s SDP 8 establishes the objectives for the national development between 
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2006-2009. Similar to the regional framework the Plan adopts a human welfare approach that 

expresses as its goal to achieve a better quality of life in Tonga.308 The ambitions for sustainable 

development that the Plan outlines address political, social, economic and environmental aspects 

of development. The strategies of the Tongan government to improve living standards are to 

pursue good governance, private sector led growth that is equitable and environmentally 

sustainable, improved education and health standards as well as cultural development.309 In the 

context of the regional framework for sustainable development these strategies address a number 

of common concerns. The economic goal to strengthen the private sector and the social ambition 

to improve education and health standards are consistent with the regional agenda. Importantly, 

the national framework also identifies environmental sustainability and disaster risk reduction as 

further requirements for the development of Tonga. It is evident therefore that Tonga’s national 

development strategy adopts and approach that is characteristic of the Pacific agenda for 

sustainable development, whereby three pillars of development need to be addressed adequately. 

 

It is evident that Tonga increasingly recognises environmental management as a key element to 

development. Many of the problems of development in Tonga are directly or indirectly related to 

environmental concerns and strategies of environmental management are necessary to sustain 

development efforts. Tonga’s natural resources are under increased pressure by the fast growing 

urban areas. The over-harvesting of natural mangroves results in the fast erosion of coastal 

protection zones and the loss of natural habitat and biodiversity. The concerns of predicted sea 

level rise and increasingly occurring cyclones are particularly relevant to the population that is 

vulnerable to such events. Nuku’alofa, the capital and largest urban settlement of the country is 

particularly vulnerable on the lowest point of the island. Most of Tonga’s natural vegetation has 

been converted into agricultural land or urban settlements. The reefs and lagoons are 

experiencing problems of overexploitation of fish stock and the high levels of pollution and poor 

waste disposal continue to contribute to the environmental degradation of the country. The effects 

can be seen in the economic and social sectors of the country. A loss in natural resources leads to 

economic loss, subsistence loss and increasing health problems. The growing pressure on the land 

exposes the vulnerable to more risks of erosion and natural disasters. Adams emphasises that 
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poverty is as much a cause as an effect of environmental degradation.310 Therefore, it is necessary 

for Tonga’s government to recognise the problems of natural depletion and to develop strategies 

that are based on the adequate and sustainable management of natural resources and the 

environment. Tonga’s First National Report on Biodiversity pays an important contribution to 

identifying the problems of environmental management in the country. The recognition of the 

particular issues is crucial for developing adequate response strategies. The strategies for 

environmental management need to be integrated into Tonga’s development efforts in order to 

adequately implement measures for the sustainable development of the country. Furthermore, the 

guidelines that have been estblished provide the necessary information for the EU to develop 

strategies to adequately integrate environmental management in order to achieve true sustainable 

development. 

 

The EU’s role in the sustainable development of Tonga 
 

To answer the research question it is necessary to establish what the EU’s role in the sustainable 

development of Tonga and the PACP is. The relationship of EU-Tonga co-operation has a 

number of obstacles to overcome in order to contribute to the sustainable development of the 

country. The European market only represents 1% of Tonga’s trading operations. The 

development status of the country is relatively high compared to other ACP countries, while 

Tonga’s contribution to the global market is limited by its small economy. Consequently, 

European economic interests are limited and development funds remain relatively low. 

Nonetheless, the EU has established a development framework for ACP nations that increasingly 

incorporates the concept of sustainable development. As outlined in the EDF ten response 

strategy of the CSP for Tonga, the EU identifies its “significant expertise” in the sustainable 

management of natural resources.311 Furthermore, the response strategy outlines that 

environmental management is strategically important in all Pacific Islands countries, which forms 

a common interest between the Pacific region and the EU.312 This statement highlights that the 

EU identifies its role as a leading actor in the international management of natural resources and 

adopts a leadership role in implementing sustainable development through environmental 
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management. This finding presents crucial evidence for a cosmopolitan leadership role that the 

EU accepts. 

  

Cosmopolitan theory presents a philosophical approach rather than an analytical IR theory. The 

universal moral responsibility is an ideological incentive for development policy yet it is evident 

in the international pursuit of sustainable development and highlighted in the numerous 

international agreements on development and the environment. The EDF ten Strategy Paper for 

Tonga is of particular significance because it highlights the EU objective of establishing its 

cosmopolitan responsibility. The EU recognises its international role by stressing its knowledge 

and interest in managing natural resources sustainably.313 With this statement and its signature to 

numerous agreements on sustainable development and environmental management, the EU 

indicates a role of leadership. This is evident in Article 177 of the Treaty establishing the EC. The 

article outlines as its objective the eradication of poverty through trade and aid co-operation,314 

which provides an important basis to EU development policy. The objective of improving human 

well-being is re-enforced in the Cotonou Agreement and indicates that the EU adopts a 

responsibility on the moral basis of reducing poverty internationally. As a development actor in 

Tonga the Union needs to adopt the moral responsibility for the people and future generations of 

Tonga. This cosmopolitan approach provides the adequate incentive for the EU to pursue 

sustainable development in Tonga. 

 

In recognising its role in international development and the management of natural resources the 

EU adopts a cosmopolitan approach to the development of Tonga. The Union’s objectives in the 

response strategy identify the sustainable management of natural resources as an important policy 

and a common interest of the EU and PACP.315 Adopting the environmental management of 

Tonga into EU interests thus enables the cosmopolitan argument to be applied effectively. This 

interest is furthermore necessary in the constructivist analysis of the EU-Tonga cooperation 

framework. The cosmopolitan attitude in EU development policy offers an adequate incentive for 

the EU to pursue the sustainable development of Tonga. Cosmopolitanism requires a universal 
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moral concern. The EDF ten CSP identifies the sustainable environmental management of Tonga 

as an EU interest, which is necessary for the successful pursuit and implementation of the 

sustainable development of Tonga. This approach provides a basis for global distributive 

justice316 and the moral responsibility for the EU to pursue the sustainable development of Tonga. 

The cosmopolitan concern that is increasingly evident in the international political arena is 

evident in EU development policy, which adopts a universal responsibility.  

 

The research question requires the careful analysis of the EU’s international development 

framework for the PACP region. This analysis shows that the Cotonou Agreement, which 

currently determines the EU-ACP relationship, provides a number of new innovations towards 

integrating sustainable development into its co-operation framework. The EDF remains the 

primary source for co-operation funding and is separately financed from the EU budget.317 

Hence, the frameworks of EDF nine and ten have been chosen as primary objects for analysis of 

the EU co-operation for Tonga. In applying constructivist political theory it has been found that a 

change in norms is evident in EU development policy. The knowledge and expertise on 

environmental management in Europe and internationally has led to new patterns of environment 

and development co-operation.318 The new norms of sustainable development that are found in 

the international agenda for development co-operation can lead to new interests by actors and 

eventually change their behaviour.319  

 

Hopf identifies that in the constructivist analysis of international relations the interests of actors 

are consistent with their practices.320 This argument makes interest a central variable of policy 

analysis. The successful pursuit of sustainable development in EU development co-operation 

with Tonga therefore requires an interest for sustainable development by both parties. The 

interest for sustainable development in PACP countries has been established in the regional 

framework for sustainable development. The interest by the EU has been identified in the 

response strategy of EDF ten for Tonga. The cosmopolitan incentive is therefore evident in the 

EU co-operation framework that makes adequate provisions for the successful contribution 
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towards the sustainable development of Tonga. The EU adopts a leadership role in the 

international sustainable management of the environment and natural resources and integrates 

increasingly the concept of sustainability into its co-operation frameworks. The Union therefore 

does have an important role in contributing to the sustainable development of Tonga. 

 

EU development policy for Tonga 

 
The primary investigation of this research is how effectively the EU development policy for 

Tonga addresses the needs for sustainable development in the country. In the international 

development agenda of the EU it is increasingly evident that sustainable development provides 

new norms for policy and co-operation. The Cotonou Agreement has made a significant 

contribution towards integrating and mainstreaming the concept into development efforts. The 

Consensus on Development reinforces and strengthens the notion of sustainability. It makes 

sustainable development the primary and overarching objective of EU development policy. 

Furthermore, the continuous effort to mainstream sustainability and environmental concerns into 

EU co-operation highlights how sustainable development is providing new norms in EU 

development policy. 

 

The new norms in the international agenda of EU development policy suggest that the Union 

makes adequate provisions to effectively contribute to the sustainable development of Tonga. It is 

evident in the international community and in the EU that the majority of actors agree on the 

appropriateness of the concept. According to Elgström, this process can lead to the 

reinterpretation of EU interests as well as the internalisation of sustainability into EU 

development policy.321 It is increasingly evident that the EU integrates the concept into its 

development framework for ACP countries. This process is necessary for the development policy 

to effectively address sustainable development in Tonga. The Union’s international policy agenda 

therefore makes significant provisions for the EU to do so. 

 

It is found that all actors involved in the relationship of EU-PACP co-operation adopt an 

approach to sustainable development that is based on human well-being and the needs of the 

poor. In Article 9 the Cotonou Agreement adopts a human-welfare approach to sustainable 
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development that is centred on the human person who should be the main beneficiary of 

development.322 The Cotonou Agreement that currently determines the EU-PACP relationship 

therefore adopts an approach to development that is consistent with the regional Pacific 

overarching objective of sustainable development. This mode of development has been identified 

as an appropriate measure in development co-operation. It has been established through Adam’s 

argument that the needs of the poor should set the agenda for development.323 Pacific leaders and 

the EU development framework for the PACP both adopt this approach. This consistency 

provides a crucial foundation for the successful pursuit of sustainable development in the region 

and Tonga. 

 

The case study shows that Tonga has a number of agendas in the national pursuit of sustainable 

development. It is evident that sustainability has become a primary objective in the development 

of the country. This is highlighted in the statement of Tonga’s Department for Environment: “for 

Tonga, its survival both in the short-term and long-term perspectives is based on ensuring that 

sustainable development is pursued seriously.”324 The regional and national factors involved in 

the successful sustainable development of Tonga have been outlined previously. It is therefore 

necessary in this section of this study to discuss how effectively EU development policy 

addresses these factors. 

 
The effective sustainable development of PACP countries requires the harmonised development 

of the economic, social and environmental pillars. These require the development of trade and 

investment, infrastructure and private sector participation.325 They require improved health and 

education systems, community participation and gender equality326 and involve the sustainable 

management of natural resources as well ass the mainstreaming of environmental concerns.327 

The focus of this study is the environmental pillar of development. In PACP countries this 

requires the protection of natural resources, the improved institutional capacity for adequate 
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management of Pacific ecosystems and the integration of conservation activities. Most 

importantly, the successful pursuit of sustainable development in Pacific Island countries 

involves the mainstreaming of environmental factors in all development strategies.328 

 

Despite the regional framework for sustainable development, Tonga has established a number of 

national objectives for implementing sustainability. Its objectives are higher living standards and 

improved quality of life through good governance, environmentally sustainable private-sector-led 

economic growth, better health and education standards and cultural development.329 Tonga’s 

environment is under intense pressure. The adequate development of the environmental pillar 

therefore requires the mainstreaming of biodiversity conservation and environmental concerns.330 

Furthermore, the effective sustainable development of Tonga requires the adequate management 

and disposal of waste, the sustainable management of natural resources and participation of local 

communities and civil society.331 How effectively EU development policy addresses these issues 

determines how successfully the Union contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga. 

 
European Development Fund 9 

 

Tonga’s CSP within EDF nine provides the EU policy framework for the country between 2002 

and 2007. This framework focuses primarily on the social development of Tonga. It does not the 

support the macroeconomic development of the country nor does it address the environmental 

management of Tonga. Through the support of the social sector of development, however, the 

CSP does address a number of goals outlined in Tonga’s strategies for development. The CSP 

assists directly the objectives outlined in Tonga’s SDP 8: to improve education standards and to 

improved health standards.332 These objectives are outlined in the regional as well as Tonga’s 

national framework for sustainable development. Therefore, EDF nine manages to address and 

support the social pillar in the development of Tonga. This is an important step in contributing 

effectively to the sustainable development of the country. 
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The ambition of the social sector support of the CSP is to create a favourable environment for 

private sector economic development.333 This goal addresses another objective of the SDP 8: to 

ensure macroeconomic stability and promote sustained private-sector led economic growth.334 

The policy framework of the CSP therefore manages to address the social and economic pillars of 

Tonga’s development in a multi-dimensional manner. The policy incorporates the objectives of 

the regional and national strategies for sustainable development. It therefore makes an important 

contribution to the successful pursuit of sustainable development. The environmental pillar, 

however, remains a minor concern in the CSP. 

 

The mild ecological approach to sustainable development is not evident in the CSP under EDF 

nine. This approach has been identified as an adequate mode of development that puts 

environmental concerns at the centre of the agenda. According to Overton, the mild ecological 

approach attempts to manage natural resources in a fashion that improves social and economic 

development without compromising the environment.335 The CSP integrates environmental 

concerns on two levels. In the objectives of the response strategy it proclaims to consider cross-

cutting themes of gender issues, environmental protection and institution building in the co-

operation with Tonga.336 Furthermore, it outlines in the NIP to financially support the 

management and disposal of solid wastes.337 The policy framework of EDF nine therefore 

considers environmental concerns. However, they are a minor concern and do not support a mild 

ecological approach to sustainable development.  

 

In addition to Overton’s mild ecological approach, Jacobs outlines six core elements in the 

successful implementation of sustainable development. The elements provide a set of measurable 

criteria for the mild ecological approach, which require: environment-economy integration, 

futurity, environmental protection, equity, quality of life, and participation.338 Tonga’s CSP 
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within EDF does little to integrate these measures. The response strategy merely intends to 

consider cross-cutting themes, rather than effectively mainstreaming them. Therefore, the CSP 

objectives do not effectively address the environment-economy conflict. They fail to integrate 

equity or community participation in environmental management and do not address futurity or 

environmental protection effectively. Nevertheless, it cannot be dismissed that the support of 

social sector development in Tonga contributes to the quality of life in the country. In an 

environmental approach to sustainable development, the policy framework of the CSP only 

provides limited measures to address core elements. However, the allocation of funds to the 

adequate management of solid waste can make a number of contributions to the environmental 

management of Tonga. The CSP therefore supports, to a minor extent, the environmental pillar of 

Tonga’s development but provides a policy framework that addresses the social and economic 

objectives involved in the sustainable development of the region and Tonga. 

 

European Development Fund 10 

 

The policy framework of EDF ten currently determines the co-operation of the EU in Tonga. It is 

therefore crucial to analyse the policy that determines this relationship. The effects of EDF ten, 

however, remain open to investigation. The EDF determines the co-operation until 2013. It has 

only been put into force earlier in 2008. The framework that is established in the CSP and NIP 

provide significant data for the longitudinal nature of this research. However, the practical side 

and effects of the policy remain to be seen. The two CSPs between EDF nine and ten present a 

number of similarities. Both papers refer to Article 177 of the Treaty establishing the EC and 

Article 1 of the Cotonou Agreement. The two articles provide an overall agenda for EU-Tonga 

development co-operation that adopts a human wellbeing approach and outlines as its goals the 

sustainable development and economic integration of ACP countries.  This general framework 

does not, however, introduce a definition or strategy for the successful pursuit of sustainable 

development. Therefore, the concept remains vague and open to interpretation. 

 

It appears, however, that the current policy framework makes a significant contribution towards 

further integrating sustainable development. As a new goal, the response strategy intends to 

develop a common strategic approach to poverty reduction, consistent with the objectives of 
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sustainable development and economic integration.339 The concept is thus integrated into the 

objectives of the response strategy the CSP provides within EDF ten. Furthermore, the response 

strategy addresses the new strategy for a strengthened partnership between the EU and PACP. 

This introduces new objectives of political dialogue, sustainable management of natural resources 

and more efficient aid delivery.340 In addition, the response strategy reinforces the provision of 

the Cotonou Agreement to strengthen the input of local initiatives.341 It is evident in EDF ten that 

the concept of sustainable development is now fully integrated and reinforced in the policy 

framework of EU co-operation in Tonga. 

 

A significant development is made in the response strategy that adopts in its objectives the 

provisions of the Consensus on Development. The CSP therefore puts the eradication of poverty 

in the context of sustainable development.342 The Consensus provides a new bureaucratic 

platform that identifies sustainable development as a multi-dimensional concept. Importantly, it 

identifies several elements of sustainable development, including good governance and human 

rights as well as political, economic, social and environmental aspects.343 The Consensus 

therefore provides new norms for EU development co-operation that address the three pillars of 

sustainable development, which are outlined in the Pacific framework. The concept of sustainable 

development is firmly established in the Consensus. Integrating the policies of the Consensus into 

the objectives of the CSP can therefore significantly contribute to the sustainable development of 

Tonga and the PACP. 

 

Most importantly, the policy framework of EDF ten adopts an approach that focuses on 

the environmental pillar of sustainable development. The CSP addresses the 

environmental management of the country as a strategy for the sustainable development 

of Tonga. The environmental focus that the response strategy adopts indicates that EU 

development policy understands the environmental dimension as an integral element of 

sustainable development. This understanding highlights the EU’s recognition of 

environmental concerns in economic and social development and attempts to address 
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the issue adequately. The framework therefore makes an important move towards the 

mild ecological approach to sustainable development in Tonga. It was established 

previously that this approach offers an adequate strategy to contribute to the sustainable 

development of Tonga.  

 

The focus for development co-operation in EDF ten makes a shift away from the social pillar of 

development towards the environmental pillar. The objectives of the response strategy address 

directly the goal of Tonga’s SDP 8 to ensure environmental sustainability and disaster risk 

reduction.344 The policy framework the EU provides intends to address the objective through 

assisting the provision of water and sanitation, the management of solid waste, coastal protection, 

ecologically sustainable tourism and renewable energy.345 Furthermore, the response strategy 

intends to strengthen the mainstreaming of the cross-cutting issues: good governance, gender 

equality, environmental sustainability and the fight again HIV/AIDS.346 Within the framework of 

EDF ten it is therefore evident that sustainable development is an integrated objective in the co-

operation between the EU and Tonga. Furthermore, the EU recognises the importance of 

environmental concerns in development. The Union appears to make a number of provisions for 

the mild ecological approach to sustainable development. The policy framework addresses the 

environmental pillar and seeks to achieve social and economic development without irreversible 

environmental impacts. 

 

Overall, the policy framework of EDF appears to make a significant contribution towards fully 

integrating sustainable development into the agenda for EU development co-operation in Tonga. 

Furthermore, it makes adequate provisions for a mild ecological approach to sustainable 

development. Within EDF ten the EU addresses two more of the six core elements that have been 

outlined by Jacobs. The policy framework now addresses the conflict of integrating economic 

growth and environmental management by reinforcing the need to strengthen the mainstreaming 

of environmental concerns. The initiatives for economic as well as social development in the 

country must therefore consider environmental impacts and ensure that no irreversible damage is 

done to the environment. The CSP also addresses directly the requirement to protect the 
                                                   
344 Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat, Tonga Strategic Development Plan 8 2006/7-2008/9: Looking to the 
Future Building on the Past, 35. 
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environment. Thus, it provides significant measures for a mild ecological approach to sustainable 

development. 

 

Within EDF ten the EU manages to support the environmental strategies of the Pacific region and 

Tonga. However, it fails to integrate any of the specific national concerns of environmental 

management. The CSP addresses the need to protect the environment and to mainstream 

conservation issues, which have been outlined in the regional and national agendas for 

sustainable development. Furthermore, the policy framework addresses Tonga’s agenda to 

encourage the participation of local communities and civil society in the protection and 

management natural resources. The response strategy reinforces the objective of local 

participation. The intention to assist Tonga’s management of solid waste can further contribute to 

the adequate development of Tonga’s environmental pillar. However, the need to manage forest 

ecosystems, marine habitats, and biodiversity remain unaddressed in within the objectives of 

EDF ten. 

 

Compared to the national policy framework for EU co-operation within EDF nine, the current 

framework makes a number of promising provisions for the successful integration of sustainable 

development. It is evident that sustainability is providing a new norm in EU development policy 

for Tonga. The longitudinal nature of this study shows how sustainable development has been 

firmly established in the objectives for development co-operation. Not only does the current 

framework introduce sustainable development as a new objective, it also adopts an environmental 

approach to the successful pursuit of sustainable development in Tonga. The current framework 

adopts an overarching approach that is based in the needs of the poor and the goal to reduce 

poverty. Furthermore, it integrates sustainable development into its objectives and provides 

adequate measures for a mild ecological approach to the development of Tonga. It is thus evident 

from the analysis that the current development policy framework contributes successfully to the 

sustainable development of Tonga. In answering how effectively the EU contributes to the 

sustainable development of Tonga, the practical allocation of funds must therefore be taken into 

consideration. 
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5.4 EU Development Co-operation: The Practical Side  

 

The major practical implication of this study is that development policy does not necessarily 

result in the promised practical co-operation. Analysing the allocation of EDF funds is therefore a 

crucial indication of how effectively EU development policy contributes to the sustainable 

development of Tonga. It is evident that in the international, the regional and the national 

development policies for Tonga, the concept of sustainability is increasingly providing new 

norms for development co-operation. It can be confirmed that the concept is internalised into the 

current policy framework. According to Elgström, the spread of new norms in development 

policy can cause a change of interests and behaviours.347 The change in the interest and behaviour 

of actors is necessary to adequately implement sustainable development. It is therefore crucial to 

investigate whether the new norms in development policy result in adequate practices in 

development co-operation. In the EDF framework the most effective investigation is to analyse 

the allocation of funds. 

 

The analysis of the allocation of funds between 2002 and 2013 does not suggest however that an 

adequate change in the practices of EU development co-operation is evident. Within EDF nine 

the NIP designated € 3.7 million to social sector development in the Vava’u group of islands. The 

funds intend to improve education, health and sanitation standards with the expected results of 

fully operational schools, repaired and well-equipped health facilities, and the collection and 

disposal of solid waste.348 Within the focal sectors the EDF allocated € 1,252,500 to the 

education sector and the same amount to the health sector. € 300,000 were earmarked for non-

state actors and € 120,000 for programme management, € 50,000 were allocated towards 

assessment and € 25,000 to programme evaluation.349 The health sector financed the renovation 

of staff and the fencing of the hospital compound. It supplied medical and dental equipment and 

the renovation of the Prince Ngu hospital in Vava’u.350 The finances of the education sector were 

allocated towards the renovation of school facilities and staff quarters, whereby the Civil Society 

Forum of Tonga was the key implementing non-state actor at various schools. Other projects 
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outside the focal areas received € 0.5 million for technical assistance and following the two 

cyclones, envelope B of EDF nine allocated a total of € 0.89 million to the repair of the Ferry MV 

Olovaha between Tongatapu and Vava’u.351 

 

In the allocation of funds within EDF nine it is evident that the support of sustainability in 

Tonga’s development is relatively limited. This approach to development does not support the 

multi-dimensionality of sustainable development. The funds do, however, contribute to the social 

development of the country. The objectives of the response strategy of EDF nine have been met 

through significant funds for the education and health sector of the country. Furthermore, the co-

operation has made adequate provisions to involve non-state actors in the allocation of funds 

within the education sector. The limited amount of EDF funding for Tonga does not allow, 

however, for further contributions towards other sectors of Tonga’s development. By contributing 

to the social sector of development, the EU does support Tonga’s national agenda for sustainable 

development. However, the extent of this support is limited by the minor amount of funds and 

small range of focal areas. 

 

Sustainable development is a multi-dimensional process. It requires the adequate development of 

the economic, social and environmental sectors of Tonga. In Pacific Islands in particular, the 

environmental pillar has a significant role in providing adequate resources for economic and 

social development. a mild ecological approach provides operational guidelines to effectively 

address and integrate these issues in development co-operation. This approach is not, however, 

evident in the allocation of funds within EDF nine. Despite the many ambitions outlined in the 

response strategy, the NIP only supports a limited range of focal areas and the environmental 

management of the country has received no direct funds at all. Nevertheless, the NIP does 

support the social sector development of Tonga. In doing so, the EU co-operation does support 

Tonga’s strategy for sustainable development. The Union’s policy agenda for Tonga between 

2002 and 2007 has integrated the notion of sustainable development. However, the contribution 

to the sustainable development of the country remained limited by the small amount of funds and 

focal areas. A mild ecological approach in EU development co-operation is neither manifest in 

the policy agenda, nor is it evident in the allocation of funds. 
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The policy framework of EDF ten has made a significant contribution towards integrating and 

internalising the concept of sustainable development in the development agenda for Tonga. More 

importantly, it provides new measures for a mild ecological approach by placing environmental 

concerns at the centre of the agenda. The longitudinal study of the policy framework reveals how 

sustainable development is now a key objective for EU development co-operation in Tonga. 

Despite the ambitions of the response strategy within EDF ten, however, the allocation of funds 

does not suggest a complete modification of practices towards implementing sustainable 

development. The current framework has only recently been enforced. Therefore, this study can 

only analyse the intended allocation of funds within the next five years. Nevertheless, the NIP 

reveals a number of findings that are relevant to answering the research question. 

 

The focal sector of fund allocations within EDF ten is water and energy. The NIP intends to 

develop access to affordable renewable energy resources and increase their use. The proposed 

action is to supply and install renewable energy systems to reduce diesel imports and improve 

energy efficiency.352 The implementation will be supported through a multi-country programme 

approach that combines efforts with other countries. The A-envelope will allocate 100 percent of 

€ 5 million to the multi-country programme.353 The financing decision over the disbursement of 

funds will be made in late 2008.354 Despite the title of the focal sector “water and energy”, the 

allocation of funds appears to be entirely dedicated to the development of renewable energy 

resources. Through its co-operation, the EU intends to improve social and economic development 

and provide sustainable living conditions for all Tongans.355 However, the allocation of funds is 

now fixed into one single sector of Tonga’s development. 

 

Similar to EDF nine, the current framework provides only a limited amount of funds. In the 

allocation of co-operation finances, the small range of focal sectors and to the limited amount of 

funds results in a loss of a multi-dimensional approach to sustainable development. EDF ten fails 

to support other aspects of Tonga’s development that are necessary in the sustainable 
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development of the country. Most importantly, the CSP is concerned with the management of 

natural resources in Tonga. The NIP, however, finances only the installation of renewable energy 

sources. It does not intend to finance the conservation of natural ecosystems or the protection of 

natural resources. Renewable energy has a number of potentials to decrease the pressure on 

Tonga’s environment. However, it does not address the immediate environmental concerns 

outlined in the national and regional agenda for sustainable development. 

 

EDF ten contributes to the sustainable development of Tonga only to a limited extent. The 

amount of € 5 million will be dispersed within the multi-country programme to implement 

renewable energy sources in Tonga. However, the allocation of 100 percent of the A-envelope to 

the programme allows for no further implications. Addressing the environmental pillar in the 

development of Tonga is a significant step the EU makes towards successfully contributing to the 

country’s sustainable development. Due to the limited funds, however, it cannot be confirmed 

whether the new norms of the co-operation framework result in adequate co-operation. It is, on 

the contrary side, evident that the development policy the EU provides does not necessarily 

reflect the practical implications of EU co-operation on Tonga. 

 

This result is confirmed in the findings of primary research in Fiji. During interviews with 

regional organisations it was found that EU development policy does not necessarily reflect co-

operation practice. This finding presents a significant obstacle to the successful contribution of 

the EU towards the sustainable development of Tonga. It was gathered that the EU had neglected 

Pacific proposals for EPA negotiations. This finding has two major implications: the EU interest 

in Pacific contributions to the development process is limited, and EU development policy does 

not necessarily reflect the Union’s co-operation practice. The Cotonou Agreement provides 

measures to involve non-state actors in the development process and to allow states to determine 

their development strategies in sovereignty. This policy is reinforced in Tonga’s national 

response strategy of EDF ten. Between 2002 and 2007 the focus for EU-PACP co-operation were 

predominantly economic and the provisions of sustainable development were overruled by the 

economic objectives for development in the region. To reinforce the involvement of non-state 

actors is therefore crucial in EDF ten. The allocation of funds as it is outlined in Tonga’s NIP of 

EDF ten does not, however, clearly indicate that this will be the case. At this point it can be 
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confirmed, however, that due to the limited amount of funds and focal areas, the EU’s 

development co-operation in Tonga does not reflect its policy agenda. 

 

Regional implications 

 

The regional implications of these findings are similar to the national consequences for the 

sustainable development of Tonga. In all Pacific Islands the effective development assistance 

through the EU has to overcome the obstacles of the distance between the regions as well as the 

relative political and economic insignificance of Pacific Islands. The EU contributes to a limited 

extent to sustainability in Tonga’s development. The policy framework that the EU adopts, 

addresses a number of aspects of the country’s agenda for sustainable development. The 

allocation of funds, however, does not allow for a multi-dimensional or mild ecological approach 

to sustainable development. Pacific Islands face a number of common issues in development. 

These issues have been highlighted in this research and set a number of objectives in the regional 

agenda for sustainable development. Because Pacific Islands share common difficulties, the case 

study provides a number of regional implications. In its development policy the EU appears to 

understand the multiple issues involved in the sustainable development of Tonga. However, it 

supports only a small range of aspects of Tonga’s agenda for sustainability. The limited of 

amount of funds in bilateral relations between the EU and PACP countries, therefore, does not 

allow for a multi-dimensional support of sustainable development. 

 

In the relationship of development co-operation between the EU and the PACP region it is 

evident that the EU’s role remains double sided. The EU is a major development actor as well as 

a trading partner. In its regional co-operation it appears that these two roles can not be easily 

separated. It is found that in its regional co-operation the EU is perceived as a source of finances 

and holder of the European market. At the same time, the EU focus for regional co-operation has 

been the economic integration of PACP countries and the negotiations of a new trade regime. 

While its international agenda for development co-operation increasingly integrates the concept 

of sustainability into its objectives, the EU’s regional framework of EDF nine does little to 

address sustainable development. The dismissal of Pacific proposals for EPA negotiations 

presents a major obstacle to the successful pursuit of sustainable development in PACP countries. 

It has been established, however, that the input of Pacific knowledge and expertise is essential in 
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EU development policy to successfully contribute to the sustainable development of Pacific 

Islands. The denial of Pacific contributions therefore presents a contradiction in EU development 

policy and hinders the establishment of effective development policy. 

 

Recommendation for future co-operation 

 

To contribute more effectively to the sustainable development of Tonga, the EU requires an 

incentive to adopt Tonga’s development as its own interest. In a constructivist analysis of EU 

development co-operation, the interest of actors is a central.356 To overcome the lack of economic 

interests in Tonga, the EU requires a different incentive to effectively support sustainability in the 

country’s development. A cosmopolitan interest in the sustainable development of Tonga is based 

on moral responsibility. The current policy framework between the EU and Tonga suggests that 

the EU accepts an international role that is based on the moral responsibility to sustainably 

manage international environmental resources. 357 This notion puts the sustainable development 

of Tonga into EU interests. It is therefore necessary for the EU to adopt a moral responsibility for 

the development of Tonga and all PACP countries, which requires the effective contribution to 

sustainable development. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 

-Chapter 6- 
 
 
 

 
The question that has been investigated in this research is: does EU development co-operation 

contribute to the sustainable development of Tonga? Analysing the correlation between Tonga’s 

agenda for sustainable development and EU development policy provides new perspectives on 

how effectively the EU supports the country’s sustainable development. The primary focus of 

this investigation is the development policy that the EU develops. Addressing Tonga’s agenda for 

sustainability effectively is essential for the EU to contribute successfully to the sustainable 

development of the country. Despite the policy framework, however, this research provides an 

analysis of the practical implications of EU development co-operation. The allocation of funds 

within the EDF framework provides crucial indications of how effectively the EU manages to 

assist Tonga’s sustainable development. 

 

With the correct agenda, sustainable development provides an appropriate mode of development. 

The concept addresses current global issues of environmental degradation due to ongoing 

industrialisation and the growing level of international poverty. These issues are particularly 

relevant in Pacific Island countries, which are among the most vulnerable countries to the effects 

of current global concerns. It is therefore necessary for the EU as an international development 

actor to contribute to the sustainable development of Tonga. An adequate agenda for 

sustainability needs to adopt an overarching objective that is concerned with the needs of the poor 

and intends to improve human well-being. Additionally, a mild-ecological approach to 

sustainable development integrates efficiently environmental concerns in development efforts and 

requires the appropriate management of natural resources to increase productivity and meet basic 

human needs.358 This notion provides an adequate agenda for sustainable development in Tonga 

that should be pursued through EU development co-operation. 
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In the Union’s development policy framework for ACP countries it is increasingly evident that 

sustainable development provides new norms for development co-operation. It is found in the 

international agenda for development co-operation that the majority of actors agree on the 

appropriateness of the concept. According to the constructivist argument, it can therefore be 

internalised by the EU. 359 The Cotonou Agreement takes significant action by integrating the 

concept into its objectives and outlining the cross-cutting theme of environmental management. 

The recently signed Consensus on Development reinforces the objective of sustainable 

development and provides a new policy agenda for EU development co-operation that is based on 

poverty reduction in the context of sustainable development. 360  Furthermore, the continuous 

attempt by the EU to mainstream sustainability and environmental considerations into 

development co-operation highlights how sustainability increasingly provides new norms. In 

constructivist theory this process can lead to a change in interests and behaviours of actors.361 

The Union’s international policy agenda therefore provides an important basis for the successful 

pursuit of sustainable development. 

 

The bilateral framework for EU development co-operation in Tonga provides further measures 

for the successful implementation of sustainable development. It is evident that the actors 

involved in the development co-operation between the EU and Tonga adopt an approach to 

development that is based on the needs of the poor. The regional and national agendas for 

sustainability adopt as an overarching objective the improvement of human well-being in Pacific 

Islands. The policy frameworks that the EU provides for Tonga adopt the same approach to 

development. The Consensus on Development reinforces the overarching objective of EU co-

operation to eradicate poverty.362 The current national EDF framework confirms this objective 

and intends to improve living conditions of all Tongans.363 The bilateral policy for EU 

development co-operation in Tonga therefore establishes an adequate approach to sustainable 

development that is based on the needs of the poor. It, thus, provides an essential requirement for 

the successful contribution to the sustainable development of Tonga. 
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This study shows that EU development policy addresses effectively a number of the issues 

involved in the regional and national objectives of sustainable development. The Pacific agenda 

adopts a multi-dimensional concept of sustainability that must address the economic, social and 

environmental pillars of development. The current economic issues that need to be addressed 

include trade and investment, effective infrastructure and private sector development. The social 

pillar requires improved health and education systems, community participation and gender 

equality. The environmental sector of development entails the protection of natural resources, the 

mainstreaming of conservation issues and improved institutional capacity. Tonga’s fragile 

ecosystems require sustainable environmental management and the reduction of disaster risks.364 

Increasingly, the regional and national development policy the EU provides, addresses these 

issues. EDF nine has supported the education and health sectors of Tonga’s development and 

EDF ten is concerned primarily with the environmental management of the country. The bilateral 

policy framework therefore provides a number of measures for the successful contribution to the 

sustainable development of Tonga. 

 

The current bilateral co-operation strategy, in particular, adopts adequate objectives for 

successful sustainable development. EDF ten establishes first measures for a mild ecological 

approach to sustainable development in Tonga. The framework adopts the objectives of the 

Consensus on Development and outlines a new strategy for EU-Pacific co-operation that is based 

on the sustainable management of natural resources.365 In the current framework of bilateral co-

operation the EU addresses the environmental pillar of Tonga’s development. The framework 

addresses the need to manage natural resources adequately and highlights the need to mainstream 

conservation concerns into development efforts. Furthermore, the policy framework reinforces 

the need to integrate non-state actors into development co-operation. The current policy for EU 

development co-operation in Tonga provides measures for a mild ecological approach that 

integrates environmental concerns into its objectives and allows for economic and social 

development that should have no irreversible impacts on Tonga’s environment. These objectives 

provide an adequate policy that addresses successfully the agenda for the sustainable 

development of Tonga through a mild ecological approach. 
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Different conclusions, however, are drawn from the practical implications of EU development 

co-operation. It can not be confirmed that the new norms of sustainable development in the 

policy framework result in adequate action. The continuous attempt to mainstream sustainability 

and environmental considerations suggests that the EU intends to practice sustainable 

development effectively. It has been found, however, that only a range of policies of the Cotonou 

regime is practiced successfully while other policies remain unaddressed. In the regional co-

operation between the EU and PACP within EDF nine, the Pacific proposals for EPA 

negotiations have been neglected by the EU. This behaviour presents a major obstacle to 

effectively addressing and integrating the Pacific agenda for sustainable development in Pacific 

Islands. It furthermore suggests that the policies established by the EU do not necessarily result in 

adequate co-operation. 

 

The financial assistance that the EU offers Tonga does not address the multiple issues involved in 

the sustainable development of the country. In the policy framework of EDF nine and ten, the EU 

understands and addresses adequately these multiple dimensions of sustainability. The allocation 

of finances, however, attends to only a limited range of issues. The support of social sector 

development within EDF nine supported the appropriate social development of the country and 

thus contributed to some extent to the sustainable development of Tonga. EDF ten financially 

supports the installation of renewable energy sources. The intended allocation of funds, however, 

does not address any further aspects of Tonga’s environmental management. Both funding 

regimes support only a limited range in aspects of Tonga’s agenda for sustainable development. 

However, the financial assistance does not suggest a mild ecological approach to development in 

the country. The small amount of funds and the limited range of financial support confines the 

effective support of Tonga’s sustainable development through EU co-operation. It is therefore not 

evident that the multiple provisions for sustainability in EU development policy are effectively 

turned into practice. 

 

To truly contribute to the sustainable development of Tonga, the EU requires an incentive and a 

strong interest to change its co-operation behaviour effectively. The interest of actors is a central 
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variable in the constructivist analysis of EU development policy.366 To overcome the 

insufficiency of economic interests in Tonga, the EU requires a different incentive to successfully 

support sustainability in the country’s development. The cosmopolitan notion of global 

distributive justice provides an incentive that is appropriate in the pursuit of sustainable 

development. A cosmopolitan interest in the sustainable development of Tonga is based on moral 

responsibility. This notion is evident in the human community and has been highlighted through 

the rise of international human rights, especially in and through Europe. In the current co-

operation framework for Tonga it is apparent that the EU accepts an international role in the 

management of global environmental resources.367 The effects of this announcement remain to be 

witnessed. Nevertheless, the statement suggests a notion of moral responsibility. This notion 

provides an incentive for the EU to effectively contribute to the sustainable development of 

Tonga. It turns Tonga’s development into an EU interest and therefore provides an effective tool 

to change co-operation behaviour towards effective sustainable development. The EU needs to 

accept an international responsibility to contribute to global sustainable development. If such a 

notion was integrated as a new norm in development policy it would be in the interest of the EU 

to contribute more effectively to true sustainable development internationally and in Tonga. 

 

Future Research 

 

This research opens several paths to new investigations. Studying and analysing the relationship 

between the EU and the Pacific region contributes to the academic understanding of international 

relations and of the EU as an international development actor. These aspects require continuous 

academic debate. As a development actor the Union operates in bilateral as well as regional 

relations. Further research should therefore look at further bilateral relationships or undertake a 

regional investigation. This study provides a starting point for a regional exploration of the 

relations between the EU and the PACP. Such an investigation must not only be concerned with 

EU development co-operation. The economic trade relations and political dialogues between the 

EU and PACP present further topics for academic interest. 
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Additional research methods can provide further insights to the development co-operation 

between the EU and Tonga. Primary research of fund allocations in Tonga will provide new 

information on how effectively EU development assistance supports sustainability in the country. 

A different perspective should analyse how Pacific leaders approach sustainable development. A 

series of interviews can provide new understandings of how Pacific political leaders value 

sustainability and how development actors intend to pursue and implement sustainable 

development. This type of investigation can be broadened to include several Pacific countries, 

which will provide a thorough understanding of the value of sustainability in Pacific 

development. 

 

Within international development theory, further research will provide new perspectives on the 

notions of cosmopolitan theory. In current academic debate, cosmopolitanism presents a 

philosophical argument rather than a political theory. Nevertheless, the notion provides adequate 

perspectives in the international agenda for sustainable development. An investigation of the 

appropriateness of cosmopolitanism in international relations will provide new perspectives on 

the likelihood of effective cosmopolitan behaviour by development actors. Such investigations 

are crucial in the contemporary global concerns of environmental degradation, resource 

depletion, climate change and growing poverty. Investigating the notion of cosmopolitanism in 

international relations can therefore make an important contribution to finding adequate paths for 

development into the future. 
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APPENDIX 

 

ELITE INTERVIEWS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Political, business and civil society elites 
 

 
 
General Introduction 
 
1. Could you describe the nature of your professional involvement with the EU? 
 
International roles of the EU 
 
2. Do you see the EU as a great power?  

 
3. Specifically about politics, do you see the EU as a leader in international politics?  
 
The EU and your country 
 
4. How would you compare the importance of the EU to Fiji in relation to other 

prominent regions?  
 

5. How would you describe the relationship between Fiji and Europe/the European 
Union (EU)?  

 
6. In your opinion, which issues in Fiji-EU current relations have the most impact on 

Fiji? 
 
7. Looking at the future, what issues should be kept in mind when Fiji is developing 

trade or government policy relating to the EU? 
 

8. The EU has its Commission Delegation in Suva. How could the activities of the 
Delegation be of use to you and your organization?  

 
Perception of special issues  
 

9. What kind of risks and/or opportunities do you see for Fiji when new countries joined 
the EU? 

 
10. How do you see the Euro as an international currency vis-à-vis the US dollar?  

 
Sources of information on the EU 

 
11. Where do you get your information about the EU? 

 
12. Which specific media do you use to access news about the EU? 
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13. Do you have personal contacts within Europe (friends, business, family, travel)? 

Which countries? 
 
 
Final questions 
 

14. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how 
would you rate the importance of the EU to Fiji in the present? 

 
15. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not important at all and 5 is very important, how 

would you rate the importance of the EU to Fiji in the future? 
 

16. When thinking about the term ‘the European Union’, what three thoughts come to 
your mind? 

 
 

 


